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I. INTRODUCTION

The collective or chemical diffusion of surface species
involves jumps of the adsorbed interacting particles from one
binding site to another. The rates of these jumps depend on
the interactions between the neighboring particles resulting
in the coverage(adsorbate density) dependent diffusion co-
efficient. The interactions affect the coverage dependence of
diffusion also through the structural transformations within
the adsorbate layer which favor different geometrical con-
figurations within the adsorbate at different coverages. The
effectiveness of the surface mobility in relation to that of
other surface processes, like adsorption, desorption, chemical
reactions, etc., determines the catalytic activity of the
surface.1,2 Growth of nanostructures from beam deposited
clusters is controlled by the cluster surface diffusion enabling
them to grow into islands making surface diffusion a subject
of interest in nanostructuring.3 The experimental progress in
this field has been recently reviewed in Refs. 4–7.

Collective diffusion in one dimensional systems, the main
subject of this work, has recently become practically relevant
too. Recent investigations of Au or Si adsorbed on top of a
Sis111d532-Au chain structure8,9 show that the diffusion of
adatoms is one dimensional(1D), that the interaction be-
tween adsorbed the Au/Si atoms is strongly repulsive(inhib-
iting simultaneous adsorption at the adjacent sites), and that
the atomic migration is affected by the density of the diffus-
ing adatoms. Helium atoms confined within a narrow inter-
stitial channel within the triangular lattice of carbon nano-
tube bundles present another example of a strictly 1D
“adsorbate.”10 Equilibrium properties of a similar 1D gas of
C60 molecules encapsulated within carbon nanotubes were
already investigated within the lattice gas model.11

From the perspective of a theorist the chemical or collec-
tive diffusion in the presence of interactions between ad-
sorbed atoms is a complicated many-body problem encoun-
tering many difficulties, largely mathematical in nature.
Analytic results are rare and usually the method of choice to
study chemical diffusion are Monte Carlo simulations. An
important work by Reed and Ehrlich,12 an early Gomer’s

review13 and two more recent ones by Dananiet al.14 and
Ala-Nissila et al.15 summarize some of the efforts. Other
efforts relevant in this context are due to Kreuzer16–18 who
investigates the diffusion, adsorption, and desorption kinetics
within the kinetic lattice gas model by deriving a hierarchy
of kinetic equations for many-site correlation functions and
solving it by designing appropriate truncation schemes(see
also references to earlier works quoted in Ref. 16).

The mathematical difficulties motivate efforts to design
and investigate very simple models which, although over-
simplifying the situation occurring in nature, show some re-
semblance to them and can be solved exactly in a mathemati-
cally transparent way. Deeper insights gained due to the
possibility of exact treatment should compensate for unreal-
istic simplifications present in such description. It is a goal of
the present paper to investigate a model often invoked in the
context of the surface diffusion, that of the kinetic lattice gas
model, but approach it in a way different than it was done in
the past. We devote this work mainly to the interacting lattice
gas in one dimension which we treat in considerable detail.
Generalization to the two dimensional lattice gas is not very
demanding once the results of the analysis in one dimension
are understood well at an intuitive level. We include in this
paper preliminary only results for the simplest case of the
interacting lattice gas in two dimensions. Other two dimen-
sional cases in which structural phase transformations have
to be accounted for will be considered in future publications.

Our goal is to develop an approximate analytic method
allowing to derive the coverage dependent diffusion coeffi-
cient in the lattice gas in which the effects of the particle-
particle interactions go beyond simple site blocking. The ba-
sic assumptions are standard: we assume that the kinetics of
the microstates of the lattice gas can be described as a sto-
chastic hopping of particles to neighboring sites, that the
rates of these hops depend only on the instantaneous local
environment of a given atom(Markovian process), and that
at any given time only one atom in the gas hops. In our
approach we start from the set of the Markovian master rate
equations for the probabilitiesPshcj ,td that a microscopic
configuration(a microstate) hcj of a lattice gas occurs at time
t. hcj is understood as a set of variables specifying which
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particular sites in the lattice are occupied and which are not.
The rate equations account for the transitions between the
microstatehcj and all microstateshc8j differing from hcj in
the occupation numbers of the two sites between which the
atomic jump occurs.17–19 Our approach, however, differs
from all other approaches based on the kinetic lattice gas
model in this respect that we extract the coverage dependent
diffusion coefficient directly from themicroscopicrate equa-
tions rather than from the hierarchy of kinetic equations for
the ensemble averaged quantities like the local particle den-
sity and many-site correlation functions. To our best knowl-
edge, such an approach was never tried before. The advan-
tage, beside being able to derive algebraic relations for the
coverage dependence of the diffusion coefficient, is that we
are free of uncertainties introduced by various truncation
schemes necessary to deal with the ensemble averaged equa-
tions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define the
details of the model and describe the theoretical method used
to extract the diffusion coefficient from it. We also consider
there the noninteracting system showing that the method pre-
dicts the expected density independent diffusion coefficient
in this case. In Sec. III we apply the theory to the simplest
case in which the modifications of the hopping rates by the
interactions are rather modest. This part of the paper is fairly
detailed, culminating in Sec. III C with the formulation of
simple and physically appealing rules of evaluating the cov-
erage(or density) dependent diffusion coefficientDsud in a
large class of kinetic lattice gas models. Section IV is de-
voted to another one dimensional case, that of very strong
repulsive interactions between nearest neighbor atoms. This
is a highly nontrivial case in which we take an advantage of
the possibility of building into the considerations the equilib-
rium correlations in the system. Our analytical results for
Dsud agree perfectly with the results of the Monte Carlo
simulations. Although the work on two dimensional systems
is still in progress we present, in Sec. V, the application of
the method to the simplest two dimensional case of a lattice
gas in which the interactions influence the hopping rates

moderately so no structural phase transformations are ex-
pected. Section VI is devoted to a final summary. Certain
lengthy calculations, not required for understanding the
method and not requiring any approximations, are presented
in several Appendixes. Appendix A which, while not being
technical in nature, summarizes a mathematical material es-
sential for understanding the method presented in this work.

II. THEORY

A. Models for diffusion along a chain

We consider a one dimensional lattice withL sites which
can be occupied by particles referred to as atoms. The total
length of the chain isLa wherea is a distance between the
neighboring sites. If only one atom is present we can think
about it as moving in a periodic force field described by a
potential having minima at positionsX=,a, ,=1,2, . . .L,
with barriers in-between. IfW is a jump probability per unit
time between the nearest sites then the atomic migration
along the chain is described by a diffusion coefficient20

D0 = Wa2. s1d

If there areN atoms present on the lattice then, in general,
the chemical diffusion coefficient depends on the average
particle density(coverage) u=N/L and this dependence is
determined by the details of the interactions between the at-
oms. It is well known,16,21 however, that if only the site
blocking interaction is present, i.e., the atom cannot jump
into the site already occupied but the jump rates for all al-
lowed transitions remainW, then the diffusion coefficient is
equal toD0, given in Eq.(1), for all coverages. Diffusion
which does depend on coverage is due to the interactions
between atoms going beyond a simple site blocking.

In Fig. 1 three simplest interaction models are shown. Let
the jump rate of an isolated atom beW. An atom at a site
adjacent to another site already occupied is subjected to
forces different than those experienced by an isolated atom.
We consider three models with progressively more compli-

FIG. 1. Three interaction models for diffusion
in a one dimensional lattice gas:(a) the well
depth modification(WDM) model,(b) the barrier
height modification(BHM) model, and(c) the
barrier and well modification(BWM) model. The
potential experienced by an atom placed between
two neighbors(continuous line, black full circles,
respectively)—considered here to be fixed—is
superimposed on the potential experienced by an
isolated atom(dashes). The infinite barriers pre-
vent an atom from jumping to sites already occu-
pied. The arrows symbolize selected transitions
and the corresponding transition rates are shown
above the arrows. Three panels(counting from
the left) in each row show the transition rates
appropriate for progressively smaller distance be-
tween the “fixed” atoms.
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cated interaction induced modifications of the jump rates. In
the WDM model[Fig. 1(a)] the atom at a site adjacent to an
occupied site is either attracted to(as shown) or repelled
from it—the atom at such site experiences the potential with
the well depth different than it would otherwise be, leading
to the transition rateG, different thanW, for the atom to
leave the site. All the remaing jump rates are stillW. Alter-
natively, in the BHM model[Fig. 1(b)] it is the barrier height
for an atom at a site adjacent to an occupied one which is
modified. Here, not only breaking a pair but also creating it
occurs at a rateG different thanW. Moreover, when the
jumping atom is between two other atoms separated only by
3a (the “tight configuration”)—so any jump simultaneously
breaks and creates a pair—the barrier for such jump is af-
fected by both neighbors leading to a still different jump rate
T. Finally, in the BWM model, both effects considered in the
preceding two models are present. Here, the rates of pair
breaking and creation are different(G and R, respectively)
except in the tight configuration in which the jump rate is
denotedT again. ForG=R=T=W we have only the site
blocking interaction.

The models listed here can be classified according to the
scheme used by Kreuzer in Refs. 17 and 18. For example,
the WDM model is termed there the initial state interaction
model, while the final state interaction model would corre-
spond toG=W andT=RÞW, which we do not show in Fig.
1. In the WDM and BHM models, both initial and final state
interactions are involved and using Eq.(35) in Ref. 17 one
can show that the ratesW,G, R, and T are related to each
other

TW= GR. s2d

This condition is not necessarily valid in the interaction mod-
els in which interactions of an atom momentarily at a barrier
site between its initial and final positions are accounted for.24

B. Methodology

The starting point is a Markovian Master equation17–19for
the probabilityPshcj ,td that a microstatehcj of a lattice gas
occurs at timet:

d

dt
Pshcj,td = o

hc8j

fWshcj,hc8jdPshc8j,td − Wshc8j,hcjdPshcj,tdg,

s3d

where Wshcj ,hc8jd is a transition probability per unit time
that the microstatehc8j changes intohcj due to an atomic
jump of an atom from an occupied site to an unoccupied
neighboring site. The sum overhc8j runs over all such mi-
crostates from which the microstatehcj can be reached[the
first term at the right hand side of Eq.(3)] or which can be
reached fromhcj (the second term). Conventionally,17–19 a
microstate is specified by a string of occupation numbers,
hcj=fn1,n2, . . . ,nLg, such thatn,=0 or 1 when the,th site is
either empty or occupied, respectively, by an atom. Such a
method of identifying the microstates is, however, unsuitable
for our purposes because it does not allow to express the

long wavelength density fluctuations in the lattice gas in
terms ofPshcj ,td’s.

For a system ofN particles distributed amongL sites we
propose to identify a microstatehcj by a set ofN numbers

hcj = fX;m1,m2, . . . ,mN−1g ; fX;hmjg, s4d

whereX=,a (, being an integer of any sign) is a position of
one of the atoms, referred to as the reference atom, andmi is
an integer indicating how far, in units of the lattice constant
a, the ith atom is away from the reference atom. The set
hmj=fm1,m2, . . . ,mN−1g is referred to as a configuration—it
accounts for the relative arrangement of atoms in a given
microstate. In order to avoid the influence of the boundaries
we let,=0, ±1, ±2, . . . , ±̀ and impose the periodic bound-
ary conditions treating as equivalent positionsX and X
+nLa (n—an integer of any sign). It is convenient to con-
sider all L sites to be arranged along a circumference of a
circle of lengthLa. Two possible directions along the line
will be referred to either as clockwise(from left to right) or
counterclockwise(from right to left). We choose the refer-
ence atom to be the leftmost one in the microstate and label
the remaining atoms with integersi =1,2, . . . ,N−1 in the
order in which they are encountered going from the reference
atom in the clockwise(right) direction. Consequently allmi’s
are positive and with the shortest and the longest distance
between any two atoms beinga andsL−1da, respectively,mi

differs at least by 1 frommi−1 andmi+1. Therefore, we have

1 ø m1 , m2 , ¯ , mi , ¯ , mN−1 ø L − 1. s5d

For example, ifN=3 then the microstate+ + • • + + • + + . . . is
identified asfX;m1,m2g=f2a;1 ,4g and the corresponding
configuration ishmj=f1,4g.

An important advantage of identifying the microstates of
the system as specified in Eq.(4) is that, by tying each mi-
crostate to a particular lattice locationX through the refer-
ence atom, it is possible to relate the time dependent mi-
crostate probabilities Pshcj ,td, now denoted
Pm1,m2,. . .,mN−1

sX,td, to the probabilityPsX,td of finding an
atom at a positionX (which, in turn, is directly proportional
to thelocal density/coverage). Namely, in each of the follow-
ing microstates there is an atom at a positionX:
fX;m1,m2, . . . ,mN−1g—the leftmost atom(the reference) is at
X, fX−m1a;m1,m2, . . . ,mN−1g—the second atom, counting
from the left, is atX, fX−m2a;m1,m2, . . . ,mN−1g—the third
atom is at X, etc. In general, in a microstatefX
−mia;m1,m2, . . . ,mi , . . . ,mN−1g the si +1dth atom counting
clockwise from the reference atom(considered as the first
one in the count) is precisely atX. Consequently, the prob-
ability of finding an atom atX at timet is the following sum
over all configurations:

PsX,td =
1

N o
m1,. . .,mN−1=1

L−1

ord

fPm1,m2,. . .,mN−1
sX,td+ Pm1,m2,. . .,mN−1

sX

− m1a,td+ Pm1,m2,. . .,mN−1
sX − m2a,td+ . . .

+ Pm1,m2,¯,mN−1
sX − mN−1a,tdg. s6d
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Here, om1,. . .,mN−1

ord

=1
L−1 denotes the sum overN−1 indices

fm1,m2, . . . ,mN−1g;hmj in the limits specified by Eq.(5).
We will refer to such a sum as an “ordered” one.

Returning to Master Eq.(3), it is easy to see that at the
right hand side of a rate equation forPhmjsX,td the microstate
probabilitiesPhm8jsX,td andPhm8jsX±a,td appear with appro-
priately chosen configurationshm8j=fm1, . . . ,mN−1g (cf. Ap-
pendix A for more details). The transition ratesWshcj ,hc8jd
depend only on the local environment of the hopping atom
(fully specified by configurationshmj and hm8j) but do not
depend on the positionsX and X8 of the reference atom.
Consequently,Wshcj ,hc8jd;Whmj,hm8j. This allows to take an
advantage of the lattice periodicity and take a lattice Fourier
transform

Phmjsk,td = o
X

eikXPhmjsX,td, s7d

of both sides of Eq.(3). TreatingPhmjsk,td’s as components
of a one-column arrayPsk,td one arrives at the set of the
k-space rate equations written conveniently in the matrix
form

d

dt
Psk,td = Mskd ·Psk,td. s8d

The number of elements inPsk,td and the dimension of the
k-space rate matrixMskd (to be referred to simply as a rate
matrix) is equal to the number of all possible configurations,
as determined by condition(5). Most of the matrix elements
Mhmj,hm8jskd of Mskd are zero. The nonvanishing matrix ele-
ments are proportional toW,G, T, or R. Some of them con-
tain also ak-dependent phase factor exps7ikad accounting
for the fact that some transitions convert the configuration
tied to a lattice positionX into the one tied toX±a. More
details and some essential properties of the rate matrixMskd
are provided in Appendix A. The reader not familiar with the
properties of nonhermitian matrices is advised to read this
appendix now.

The chemical diffusion coefficient can be extracted di-
rectly from rate Eq.(8) without going through the diffusion
equation. For a long range density fluctuation,ka!1, the
return to equilibrium is due to diffusion proceeding at a rate
lskd equal to that eigenvalue of −Mskd which for ka!1 is
proportional toskad2. lskd will be referred to as a diffusive
eigenvalue of the rate matrix and the diffusion coefficient is
obtained as aka!1 limit of lskd /k2. There is a delicate
point in this procedure because this limit must be taken while
bothN andL are kept finite because our goal is to obtain the
diffusion coefficient as a function of an equilibrium(aver-
age) coverageu=N/L for both L and N being much larger
than 1. Consequently,ka!1 does not mean settingk=0 be-
cause performing all calculations one has to account for the
restrictions imposed onk due to the periodic boundary con-
dition

eikaL = 1 s9d

and keepka finite until one letsL andN to `. The procedure
described here, straightforward in principle, is difficult to
implement due to a huge dimension of the matrixMskd.

Formal expression for the diffusive eigenvalue ofMskd is
given in Eq.(A7). This matrix is not, in general, hermitian so
a distinction must be made between its left and right eigen-
vectors. They are related to each other through the equilib-
rium probabilitiesPhmj

eq appropriate toMs0d [cf. Appendix A
and Eq.(A5)]. Unfortunately, the left eigenvectorẽs0dskd of
Mskd cannot be found analytically and the equilibrium prob-
abilities Phmj

eq determined byMs0d are usually too compli-
cated for any analytic approach. In this work, guided by the
exact expression(A7) for lskd, the following variational ex-
pression for it will be used as a starting point:

− lskd <
Fvar

† skd ·Mskd · fPvarFvarskdg
Fvar

† skd · fPvarFvarskdg
. s10d

Here fPFg denotes a one-column array with components
fPFghmj=PhmjFhmj andFvar

† skd is a variational candidate for
ẽs0dskd andPvar approximatesPeq. Their choice is dictated by
physical considerations and the only formal restriction is that
all components ofFvar

† skd are equal to each other fork=0
[cf. discussion below Eq.(A6)]. This assures thatlskd is
proportional toskad2 for ka!1. Into the candidate forPvar

one can build, at least in principle, any information one pos-
sesses about theequilibrium correlations present in the sys-
tem.

We complete this discussion by considering the density
fluctuationPsk,td defined as a lattice Fourier transform of
the probabilityPsX,td [defined in Eq.(6)] of finding an atom
at a positionX. Using Eq.(7) it can be written in a form of a
dot product involvingPsk,td:

Psk,td =
1

N
o

m1,. . .,mN−1=1

L−1

ord

Fm1,m2,. . .,mN−1

* skdPm1,m2,. . .,mN−1
sk,td

=
1

N
F†skd ·Psk,td, s11d

whereF†skd is a one-row array—a hermitian conjugate of a
one-column arrayFskd whosefm1,m2, . . . ,mN−1gth compo-
nent is

Fm1,m2,. . .,mN−1
skd ; Fhmjskd = 1 + o

i=1

N−1

e−ikami

=1 +e−ikam1 + e−ikam2 + ¯ + e−ikamN−1.

s12d

Note that all components ofFsk=0d are equal to each other
(equal toN).

C. Noninteracting case

The choice ofFvar
† skd and Pvar can only be dictated by

physical intuition so it is important to consider a case for
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which the left eigenvector and the equilibrium probabilities
can be found exactly. The natural candidate is the “noninter-
acting” case in which the ratesG, R, andT are equal toW,
i.e., when the only effect of the atom-atom interactions is the

site blocking. Thek-space rate matrix, denotedM̊skd, is in
this case hermitian. One can show that −l0skd, given in

l0skd = 4Wsin2Ska

2
D , s13d

is theexacteigenvalue ofM̊skd and thatFskd defined in Eq.
(12) is the corresponding exact(right) eigenvector

M̊skd · Fskd = − l0skdFskd s14d

[the left eigenvector isF†skd]. The resulting diffusion coef-
ficient does not depend on coverage and is given in Eq.(1).
The proof of Eq.(14), interesting in its own right, is given in
Appendix B.

From this perspective, the last line of Eq.(11) means that
the density fluctuationPsk,td is a projection of the solution
Psk,td of rate Eq.(8)—for any interaction model—onto the

“diffusive eigenspace” ofM̊skd for the noninteracting lattice
gas. It implies that the density fluctuation for the noninter-

acting system, denotedP̊sk,td, decays in time at aunique
rate being preciselyl0skd:

P̊sk,td = P̊sk,0de−l0skdt. s15d

This is the expected andnecessaryresult: chemical diffusion
in the system with no other interactions than the site block-
ing must be governed by the rate derived within the random
walk model for a single particle.16,21 In the case with inter-
actions, however, the decay of the density fluctuation
Psk,td—still being a projection of the exact solutionPsk,td
onto the diffusive eigenspace of its noninteracting
counterpart—cannot be described by a single rate but rather
by a linear combination of exponentially decaying terms—
the rates are the eigenvalues ofMskd. Diffusion corresponds
to that eigenvalue which is proportional toskad2 in the long
wavelength limitska!1d.

III. APPLICATION: MODERATE MODIFICATIONS
OF THE RATES

We are ready now to apply the method developed in Sec.
II. Our aim will be to evaluatelskd using Eq.(10). We pos-
tulate thatFvarskd is adequately represented byFskd defined

in Eq. (12)—the diffusive eigenvector ofM̊skd.22 Depending
on the relative magnitudes of the ratesG, R, T with respect to
W we propose different variational candidates for the equi-
librium probabilitiesPvar.

We start with the case in which the ratesG, R, andT differ
moderately from the jump ratesW. In this case we assume
that each configurationhmj=fm1,m2, . . . ,mN−1g allowed by
condition (5) is equally probable in equilibrium. In reality
this is true only for the noninteracting lattice gas but the error
made should be small for small enough interaction-induced

modifications of the hopping rates. Consequently, all compo-
nents ofPvar are equal to each other[they can all be set to 1
because the denominator in Eq.(10) takes care of the nor-
malization automatically]. It is convenient now to decom-

pose the rate matrixMskd into M̊skd and a correction

dMskd = Mskd − M̊skd. s16d

The rate matrixM̊skd inserted into Eq.(10) results in −l0skd
with the present choice ofPvar andFvarskd so the result is

− lskd < − l0skd + dlskd=− l0skd +
F†skd · dMskd · Fskd

F†skd · Fskd

=− l0skd +
dMsk;L,Nd

NsL,Nd
. s17d

The denominatorNsL ,Nd in the correction term accounts for
the fact thatFskd, defined in Eq.(12) is not normalized. In
principle, it should depend onk. Evaluating, however, the
numerator and the denominator one has to account for con-
dition (9) and, as shown in Appendix C, this condition yields
a k-independentNsL ,Nd [cf. Eq. (C13)].

We note in passing that Eq.(17) is formally identical to
that which would be obtained within the perturbation theory
approach: the first order correctiondlskd is the “expectation
value” of the “perturbation”dMskd in the “unperturbed state”
Fskd. As such, the result is expected to be valid for relatively
small interaction-induced modifications of the hopping rates.
The starting expression, Eq.(10), is more general because,
by a judicious choice ofPvarskd and Fvar it allows, in prin-
ciple, to incorporate effects which cannot be accounted for
within the perturbation theory.

Both NsL ,Nd anddMsk;L ,Nd can be evaluated analyti-
cally but the details are complicated and tedious, particularly
whendMsk;L ,Nd is concerned. The result is, however, very
simple, easy to interpret and easy to generalize to other mod-
els, including a lattice gas in more dimensions than one. For
the purpose of illustrating the method we consider first the
lattice gas consisting ofN=3 atoms and restrict consider-
ations to the WDM interaction model(cf. Fig. 1) which we
then generalize to the BWM model for generalN.

A. Toward systematic approach,N=3

The lattice gas consisting ofN=3 atoms presents the sim-
plest case in which all complications occurring for generalN
are already present. Considering it first allows for an almost
immediate generalization. The microstates are identified as
fX;m1,m2g with, cf. Eq. (5):

1 ø m1 , m2 ø L − 1. s18d

Already in this case it is a rather tedious task to write down
all possible types of the rate equations. The matrix index in
Eq. (8) is hmj=fm1,m2g consisting of two ordered[cf. Eq.
(18)] integers so the number of different components of
Pm1,m2

sk,td and a dimension of the square matrixMskd, equal
to the number of all possible configurations, issL−1dsL
−2d /2. The off diagonal matrix elements,Mhmj,hm8jskd
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;Mm1,m2;m18,m28
skd are proportional to the transition rates

Whmj,hm8j from the microstatefX8 ;m18 ,m28g to fX;m1,m2g and
depend onk through factors exps7ikad generated by the
transitions for whichX8=X±a. The diagonal termsMhmj,hmj
are negative, do not depend onk, and account for the total
rate out of the configurationhmj. Majority of the off diagonal

matrix elements ofMskd [and ofM̊skd] vanish and, typically,
the nonvanishing matrix elements areMm1,m2;m1±1,m2±1skd,
Mm1,m2;m1±1,m2

skd, Mm1,m2;m1,m2±1skd, and Mm1,m2;m1,m2
. With-

out interactions[i.e., when the rate matrix isM̊skd with all
nonvanishing matrix elements proportional toW] the form of
a typical (i.e., for m1Þ1, m2ÞL−1, andm2−m1.1) equa-
tion is

Ṗm1,m2
sk,td = − 6WPm1,m2

sk,td+ Wfe−ikaPm1−1,m2−1sk,td

+ eikaPm1+1,m2+1sk,td+ Pm1−1,m2
sk,td

+ Pm1+1,m2
sk,td+ Pm1,m2−1sk,td + Pm1,m2+1sk,tdg.

s19d

The first term at the right hand side is the “out” term which
accounts for six ways in which a triadfX,m1,m2g can be
destroyed: each of its three atoms can jump in one of two
directions. The remaining ones are the “in” terms. Those
proportional to exps−ikad and expsikad account for a creation
of a fX,m1,m2g triad due to the counterclockwise and clock-
wise jumps of the reference atom, respectively(because such
jumps change the positionX of the triad and both distances
m1a and m2a by ±a). The terms without a phase factor ac-
count for jumps of the middle atom[two middle terms at the
right hand side of Eq.(19)] or the remaining nonreference
atom(the two last terms)—these jumps do not changeX. The
“special” equations, for which the site blocking must be ac-

counted for, are only those forṖm1,m2
sk,td’s with m1=1, m2

=L−1 and/or m2−m1=1. For example, the equation for

Ṗ1,m2
sk,td would have an out term proportional to −4W un-

less m2=2 for which it would be proportional to −2W. In
fact, the site blocking is accounted automatically for by not
letting any pair of subscripts in Eq.(19) to violate condition
(18).

With interactions beyond the site blocking, the rate matrix

Mskd differs from M̊skd by having someW rates replaced
with G, T, or R. Consequently, certain rate equations contain
G , T, or R as well asW’s. As an example, for the WDM

interaction model, the rate equations forṖm,m+1sk,td and

Ṗm,m+2sk,td with m.1 corresponding to the configurations
• + . . . + • • + + . . .+ and •+ . . . + • + • + . . .+ (the leftmost • is the
reference atom having, due to the cyclic boundary condi-
tions, the rightmost empty site+ immediately to its left) are,
respectively,

Ṗm,m+1sk,td = − 2sG + WdPm,m+1sk,td+ Wfe−ikaPm−1,msk,td

+ eikaPm+1,m+2sk,td+ Pm−1,m+1sk,td

+ Pm,m+2sk,tdg, s20d

and

Ṗm,m+2sk,td = − 6WPm,m+2sk,td+ Wfe−ikaPm−1,m+1sk,td

+ eikaPm+1,m+3sk,tdg+ WPm−1,m+2sk,td

+ GPm+1,m+2sk,td+ GPm,m+1sk,td + WPm,m+3sk,td.

s21d

In Eq. (20) the number of terms is smaller than in either Eq.
(19) or (21) on the account of the site blocking. In general,

the rate equations forṖm1,m2
sk,td which containG are (i)

those for which them1 atom is paired with the reference
atom (either tightly or with one empty site between them:
m1=1,2, respectively); (ii ) those for which them2 atom is
paired with the reference atom(either tightly or with one site
between them:m2=L−1,L−2, respectively); (iii ) those in
which them1 and m2 atoms are paired with each other[m2
=m1+1, or m2=m1+2, exemplified in Eqs.(20) and (21),
respectively]; and (iv) those in which them1 andm2, paired
to each other tightly or with an empty site between them, are
also paired with the reference atom through either of the
ends. Out of the total ofsL−1dsL−2d /2 rate equations only
6sL−3d are special: 3sL−3d are like Eq.(20) and contain the
rateG in the out terms and 3sL−3d equations are similar to
Eq. (21) with G in the in terms. In the remaining interaction
models with special ratesR andT the number of the special
equations is larger.

The probability of finding an atom at a positionX is de-
fined in Eq.(6). Its lattice Fourier transform is given in Eqs.
(11) and (12) which in this case read

Psk,td =
1

3 o
m1,m2 = 1

ord

L−1

Fm1,m2

* skdPm1,m2
sk,td, s22d

and

Fm1,m2
skd = 1 +e−ikam1 + e−ikam2, s23d

respectively. The ordered summationom1,m2=1

ord

L−1 is defined be-

low Eq. (6) and here it could be written asom1=1
L−2 om2=m1+1

L−1 as
well [cf. condition(18)].

Fskd, with components defined in Eq.(23) is an eigen-

vector ofM̊skd (cf. Appendix A). It can be now used in Eq.
(17) to evaluate the correctiondlskd to the diffusive eigen-
value. The evaluation of the denominator is straightforward
leading to

NsL,N = 3d = o
m1,m2 = 1

ord

L−1

uFm1,m2
u2= 3

2sL − 2dsL − 3d, s24d

which agrees with the general result given in Eq.(C13).
The evaluation of the numerator,dMsk;L ,Nd

=F†skd ·dMskd ·Fskd, is considerably more complicated and
it should be organized in a way allowing for easy generali-
zation for arbitraryN and an arbitrary interaction model. We
concentrate on the WDM model. The matrixdMskd is then
proportional toG−W and its only nonzero elements appear at
such matrix positions at which the rate matrixMskd hasG
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rather thanW [compare Eq.(19) with Eqs.(20) and (21) as
examples]. The dot productdMskd ·Fskd has the same struc-
ture asdMskd ·Psk,td appearing in the rate equations which
contain the rateG. Consequently, one can classify various
contributions todlskd as generated by various types of these
rate equations of which Eqs.(20) and (21) are typical ex-
amples. A lengthy result of this rather tedious analysis is
given here in full because the interpretation of each term is
valid beyondN=3:

dMsk;L,N = 3d
G − W

=− 2sA0 + B0 + C0d+ sA1 + A2d + sB1 + B2d

+ sC1 + C2d, s25d

where

A0 = o
m2=3

L−1

uF1,m2
u2, s26ad

B0 = o
m1=2

L−2

uFm1,L−1u2, s26bd

C0 = o
m1=1

L−3

uFm1,m1+1u2, s26cd

and

A1 = o
m2=3

L−1

F2,m2

* F1,m2
, s27ad

A2 = e−ika o
m2=3

L−1

F2,m2

* F1,m2−1, s27bd

B1 = o
m1=1

L−3

Fm1,L−2
* Fm1,L−1, s27cd

B2 = eika o
m1=1

L−3

Fm1,L−2
* Fm1+1,L−1, s27dd

C1 = o
m2=3

L−1

Fm2−2,m2

* Fm2−1,m2
, s27ed

C2 = o
m1=1

L−3

Fm1,m1+2
* Fm1,m1+1. s27fd

A simpler final expression will be obtained shortly but it is
worthwhile to interpret the earlier results first. First of all, we
note that each sum in Eqs.(26) and(27) hasL−3 terms.A0,
B0, and C0 are related together to 3sL−3d rate equations
similar to Eq.(20) with the rateG in the out terms while all
terms in Eqs.(27) are related to the remaining 3sL−3d equa-
tions with G in the in terms, like Eq.(21). Altogether, the
matrix dMskd has 6sL−3d nonvanishing matrix elements out
of the total numberfsL−1dsL−2d /2g2 of them.

In fact, each of the terms in Eq.(25) can be related to very
specific processes breaking a bond between two atoms in a
tight pair. Our goal is to provide such an interpretation of
Eqs.(25), (26), and(27) which would allow to write all the
expressions using simple diagrammatic rules.

The negative contributions in Eqs.(25) are due to the
breaking of tight pairs of atoms contributing to the out terms
in the rate equations.A0, containinguF1,m2

u2’s, accounts for
the destructions of the configurations in which them1 atom
forms a tight pair with the reference atom[thus,m1=1 in Eq.
(26a)]. The spectator atom which does not change its posi-
tion can be at any positionm2 between 3 andL−1 (see,
however, the end of this paragraph). The factor 2 in front is
due to the fact that such a configuration can be destroyed
when either the reference atom or them1=1 atom jumps. In
B0 the reference atom forms a tight pair with them2 atom,
i.e., m2=L−1 in Eq. (26b). In C0 the tight pair does not
involve the reference atom som2=m1+1 in Eq. (26c). One
term in each sum(m2=L−1 in A0, m1=L−2 in B0, andm1
=1 in C0) corresponds to the destruction of a tight triad—
each such configuration can also be destroyed in two ways so
the factor 2 is appropriate for these contributions also. The
tight triad terms could be distributed differently amongA0,
B0, and C0, e.g., the summation inA0 could start withm2
=2 but thenC0 would have to start withm1=2 to avoid
overcounting, etc.

Similar assignments can be made for the remaining, de-
fined in Eqs.(27), contributions to Eq.(25). They are best
visualized in diagrams given in Fig. 2. These terms are due
to the tight pair breaking processes which contribute to the in
terms in the rate equations. In Fig. 2 the diagram associated
with A1 shows the process in which them1=1 atom tightly
paired with the reference atom jumps out to site 2 creating a
configuration withm1=2. The spectator atomm2 can be any-
where except at site 2 which is needed to accept the jumping
atom(i.e., m2 runs in the sum fromm2=3). In Eq. (27a) the
factorsF2,m2

* andF1,m2
correspond to the final and the initial

configurations, respectively. Similarly,A2 in Fig. 2 refers to
the process in which the reference atom in the same initial
configuration as forA1 jumps counterclockwise to the site
L−1. The spectator atom, being atm2−1 in the initial con-
figuration, can be anywhere except at the siteL−1 which
accepts the jumping atom(i.e., m2 runs up to andL−1 in-
clusive). The initial configuration is represented byF1,m2−1

while the final one corresponds toF2,m2

* because with the
reference atom jumping counterclockwise the positions of
both remaining atoms increase by 1. The phase factor
exps−ikad is associated, as always in the in terms, with the
counterclockwise jump of the reference atom. TheB1, B2,
C1, andC2 are interpreted in a similar way. They correspond
to the remaining two ways in which two out ofN=3 atoms
can be paired in the initial configuration(in C1 and C2 the
reference atom is a spectator which does not jump so these
two terms do not have any phase factor).

The interpretation provided in the two earlier paragraphs
would suffice but further simplifications are possible. Physi-
cally, the reference atom is not in any way privileged so
several contributions listed in Eqs.(26) and (27) should be
equal to each other. Indeed, using the periodic boundary con-
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dition in Eq. (9) and the fact thatFm1,m2
=Fm2,m1

=F−m1,−m2

*

=FL−m1,L−m2

* (which requires to extend the definition of
Fm1,m2

to include negative and/or not ordered indices—still
keeping m1Þm2) one can show thatA0=B0=C0 and that
among the remaining contributions the ones corresponding to
the clockwise jumps are equal to each other and are equal to
the complex conjugates of all contributions corresponding to
the counterclockwise jumps:A1=B2=C2=A2

* =B1
* =C1

* . We
get

dMsk;L,N = 3d
G − W

= 3fsA1 − A0d + sB1 − B0dg

=3F o
m2=3

L−1

sF2,m2
− F1,m2

d*F1,m2

+ o
m1=1

L−3

sFm1,L−2 − Fm1,L−1d*Fm1,L−1G .

s28d

To get this result we have noted that the summation overm1
in the definition ofB0 in Eq. (26b) can run fromm1=1 to
m1=L−3 becauseuF1,L−1u2= uFL−2,L−1u2. The important point
is that the only contributions to be considered areA1−A0 and
B1−B0 and we can ignore the contributionsC1 and C2 and
their diagrams from now on.

In fact, the diagrams in Fig. 2 originally intended to rep-
resentA1 andB1 may be reinterpreted now to represent, re-
spectively,A1−A0 and B1−B0. namely, with each of these
two diagrams we associate the contributions of the type
sFfin −Find*Fin where the subscripts in and “fin” represent,
respectively, the initial and the final configuration in such a
diagram. The contributions must be summed over all pos-
sible positions of the spectator atom. The diagramA1, for
example, takes care of all contributions due to jumps in the
clockwise direction with the reference atom tightly paired
with the m1=1 atom in all initial configurations. The third
atom,m2, is merely a spectator whose all possible positions
contribute additively to the final result. Summing over its
positions one must leave site 2 free(i.e., excludem2=2 from

the sum) to allow for the jump of them1 atom fromm1=1 to
m1=2. The diagram labeledB1 in Fig. 2 accounts for all
contributions due to jumps in the counterclockwise direction
in a similar way. In fact,sB1−B0d* =A1−A0 but it is conve-
nient for that what follows not to use this property yet. The
overall factor 3 in Eq.(28) can be traced back to the number
of ways two out of three atoms along the ring can be ar-
ranged into a tight pair.

In order to deal with the BHM and the BWM interaction
models(cf. Fig. 1) for N=3 we note that a special role is
played in Eq.(28) by the termsm2=3 in the first sum and
m1=L−3 in the second one. Referring to the diagramsA1
and B1 in Fig. 2 we see that these terms correspond to the
processes in which a tight pair is broken and another one is
simultaneously formed. The rate of such a process isG in the
WDM interaction model but it isT in the remaining two
models in Fig. 1. Consequently, in such models, these two
terms should be isolated from the sums in Eq.(28) to be
multiplied by T−W rather than byG−W. The contribution
due to the jumps occurring at a rateR in the BWM interac-
tion model can be easily written following thesFfin

−Find*Fin rule. For example, the contribution due to the
counterclockwise jumps, represented by a diagram

f•+1 ← •2+3 . . . •m2
. . . g,

is 3om2=4
L−1 sF1,m2

−F2,m2
d*F2,m2

, while the diagram for the
clockwise jumps is

f• . . . •m1
. . . +L−3•L−2 → +L−1g,

giving 3om1=1
L−4 sFm1,L−1−Fm1,L−2d*Fm1,L−2. The subscripts de-

note the distance from the reference atom represented by the
leftmost •, while+ represents sites which must remain unoc-
cupied, and the linear diagrams should be folded into a
circle.

We conclude this section by providing the explicit results
for dMsk;L ,N=3d and corresponding to it correction to the
diffusive eigenvalue for the WDM model for the lattice gas
consisting ofN=3 particles. Performing the summations in
Eq. (28) we get

FIG. 2. Graphical representation of contribu-
tions to Eq.(25). See text for details.
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dMsk;L,N = 3d/sG − Wd

=− 6F2 + 8sL − 4dcos2Ska

2
DGsin2Ska

2
D ,

s29d

which, together with Eqs.(17) and (24), results in

dlskd = − 4sG − Wd
2 + 8sL − 4dcos2Ska

2
D

sL − 2dsL − 3d
sin2Ska

2
D .

s30d

B. General N

For generalN the evaluation ofdMsk;L ,Nd for the
WDM interaction model proceeds along the same lines as
illustrated forN=3 in Sec. III A. In fact, the result in Eq.
(28) can be immediately generalized. ForN atoms arranged
along the ring there are exactlyN ways of pairing two neigh-
boring atoms into a tight pair. Therefore, the factor 3 in Eq.
(28) is replaced withN. The contributionA1−A0 is repre-
sented by a diagram similar to theA1 diagram in Fig. 2 with
the only difference that the spectator atomm2 is replaced
with N−2 ordered spectator atomsfm2,m3, . . . ,mN−1g occu-
pying sites from 3 toL−1. Similarly, B1−B0 is represented
by theB1 diagram with the spectator atomm1 replaced with
N−2 ordered spectator atomsfm1, . . . ,mN−2g occupying sites
from 1 to L−3. Therefore, the summations in Eq.(28) over
m2 and m1 satisfying the condition 3øm2øL−1 and 1
øm1øL−3, respectively, are replaced with the ordered
summations over all theseN−2 indices satisfying, respec-
tively, the conditions 3øm2,m3, ¯ ,mN−1øL−1 and 1
øm1,m2, ¯ ,mN−2øL−3. Generalized in this wayA1
−A0 andB1−B0 contributions will be referred to as the con-
tributions of typeA andB, respectively.

In order to deal with the BHM and the BWM interaction
models (cf. Fig. 1) for generalN we have to follow the
procedure described forN=3 in the paragraph preceding the
one containing Eq.(29). For the transitions occurring at a
rateT one has to extract the terms with in whichm2=3 and
mN−2=L−3 from the contributionsA andB, respectively, and
deal with them separately. Dealing with the transitions occur-
ring at the rateR in the BWM interaction model is also
easy—as shown in that paragraph. The result is

dMsk;L,Nd = sG − WdsDG
sAd + DG

sBdd+ sT − WdsDT
sAd + DT

sBdd

+ sR− WdsDR
sAd + DR

sBdd, s31d

where the typeA andB contributions due to theG transitions
are, respectively,

DG
sAd = N o

m2,. . .,mN−1=4

ord

L−1

sF2,m2,. . .,mN−1

− F1,m2,. . .,mN−1
d*F1,m2,. . .,mN−1

, s32ad

DG
sBd = N o

m1,. . .,mN−2=1

ord

L−4

sFm1,. . .,mN−2,L−2

− Fm1,. . .,mN−2,L−1d*Fm1,. . .,mN−2,L−1. s32bd

The contributions due to theT andR transitions are listed in
Appendix D in Eq.(D1). Note that for theT transitions one
spectator atom is fixed atm2=3 [Eq. (D1a)] and atmN−2
=L−3 [Eq. (D1b)] in the A- and B-type contributions, re-
spectively.

As before, each of theB-type contributions is a complex
conjugate of the corresponding contribution of typeA. The
actual evaluation of these expressions is simplified by the
fact that in the differences in the round brackets in Eqs.(32)
and(D1) all terms depending on the summation indices can-
cel out. Our goal, however, is to recast these expressions into
a form from which generalization to more complicated inter-
action models and to higher dimensional lattice gases can be
easily made.

At this point using the componentsFhmj becomes incon-
venient. Recall that the combined subscripthmj
=fm1, . . . ,mi , . . . ,mN−1g denotes a configuration in which the
ith atom is at a distancemia away from the reference atom in
the clockwise direction. Equivalently,mi can be understood
as a lattice position occupied by theith atom withi =0 refer-
ring to the reference atom at a sitem0=0. Going back to
Fhmj, however, we notice that the leading 1 in its definition in
Eq. (12) is just an exponential exps−ikam0d corresponding to
the reference atom. The remaining terms account for the
phases contributed by the remaining atoms due to their po-
sitions with respect to the reference atom. It is, therefore,
convenient to introduce a function

f l,m,n,. . . = e−ikal + e−ikam+ e−ikan + . . . , s33d

in which the number of subscripts is equal to the number of
phase factors added[a special case,fm, was already intro-
duced above Eq. (C5)]. In this notation we have
Fm1,m2,. . .,mN−1

= f0,m1,m2,. . .,mN−1
. One can now replace allFhmj’s

in Eq. (32) with the appropriatef ’s. This results in Eq.(34a),
below, for DG

sAd. In DG
sBd we use the identityf l+s,m+s,n+s,. . .

=exps−ikasdf l,m,n,. . . for s=3 to shift all subscripts by +3.
After renaming the summation indicesmi +3→mi+1 they run
over exactly the same values as in theA-type contribution.
The last subscripts,L+1 andL+2 can be replaced with 1,
and 2, respectively, using the periodic boundary condition
(9), and then shifted to the first position. One gets Eq.(34b)
for DG

sBd. The summation limits in both contributions are now
exactly the same

DG
sAd = N o

m2,. . .,mN−1=4

ord

L−1

sf0,2,m2,. . .,mN−1

− f0,1,m2,. . .,mN−1
d* f0,1,m2,. . .,mN−1

, s34ad
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DG
sBd = N o

m2,. . .,mN−1=4

ord

L−1

sf1,3,m2,. . .,mN−1

− f2,3,m2,. . .,mN−1
d* f2,3,m2,. . .,mN−1

. s34bd

Both contributions in Eq.(34) can be represented by dia-
grams shown in two panels at the left hand side of Fig. 3.
The entire lattice is divided into two parts: an “active” cell
consisting ofla=4 sites, labeled 0, 1, 2, and 3, withna=2
atoms in it and the “environment” consisting of the remain-
ing L− la=L−4 sites containing all remainingN−na=N−2
atoms. In the active cell an atom(referred to as a “participant
atom” from now on) jumps across the line bisecting the cell.
The initial occupation pattern and the jump direction in the
active cell corresponding toDG

sBd, f+ + ← • • g, are obtained
from those for the cell corresponding toDG

sAd, f• • → + + g, by a
mirror reflection in this line. Now, almost all exponents in
the round brackets in Eqs.(34) cancel out leavingsf2− f1d* in
the typeA contribution and −sf2− f1d* in the typeB. They
can be pulled outside the summation and upon adding both
contributions we encounter again the difference in which all
terms depending on the summation indices cancel out leav-
ing just sf0,1− f2,3d which also can be pulled outside the sum.
Consequently, no phase factors are left under the sum so the
summation merely counts the number of possible configura-
tions of orderedN−2 atoms in the environment consisting of
L−4 sites. It is multiplied byN because any atom in the gas
may be a participant around which the active cell is con-
structed. Exactly the same procedure can be applied to the
contributions given in Eqs.(D1) due to transitions occurring
at the ratesT (for which the active cell hasna=3 atoms) and
R. Collecting all final results we have

DG
sAd + DG

sBd=sf2 − f1d*sf0,1− f2,3dDs4,2;L,Nd, s35ad

DT
sAd + DT

sBd=sf2 − f1d*sf0,1,3− f0,2,3dDs4,3;L,Nd,

s35bd

DR
sAd + DR

sBd=sf2 − f1d*sf1,3− f0,2dDs4,2;L,Nd, s35cd

where

Dsla,na;L,Nd = N o
m1,. . .,mN−na

=1

ord

L−la

1. s36d

The summation indices were renamed and the summation
limits shifted with respect to those in Eqs.(34) and(D1). The
argumentsla andna denote, respectively, the number of sites
and the number of atoms in the active cell. The precise
meaning of the factorD will be given shortly[see text below
Eq. (37) later].

Note that the factorsf0,1,3− f0,2,3d is, in fact, equal tosf1

− f2d but the form used in Eq.(35b) is preferable for the
purpose of formulating the rules of dealing with an arbitrary
interaction model. These rules are summarized in the next
section.

C. Summary of the general rules

We generalize now the description already given and for-
mulate the general rules allowing to evaluate the numerator
dMsk;L ,Nd in Eq. (17).

Each of the expressions in Eq.(35) is represented by a
diagram in Fig. 3 which are constructed as follows.

(1) The entire lattice is divided into two sublattices: an
active cell and the environment. The active cell containsna
atoms: one atom executing a jump(called a participant atom)
between two sites across the line bisecting the cell andna
−1 “spectator” atoms, whose presence cause the jump rate of
the participator atom to differ from that of an isolated atom.
The size of the active cell(i.e., the number of its sites,la)
must be the smallest possible but large enough for the jump
rate of the participant atom to be independent of positions of
all N−na atoms placed within the environment.

(2) The initial occupations in the active cells correspond-
ing to the typeA and B contributions must be exact mirror
images of each other with respect to the line bisecting the
jump path of the participant atom. The sites within the active
cell are labeled by consecutive integers which can be arbi-

FIG. 3. Graphical representation of contribu-
tions to Eq.(31). The diagrams in three columns
provide a transparent interpretation to expres-
sions given in Eqs.(34) and (D1). They allow,
however, one to write the final expressions given
in Eqs. (35) by following a set of simple rules.
All N−2 or N−3 atoms within the environment
cell are represented by two small black dots. The
sites (labeled 0, 1, 2, and 3) and the spectator
and the relevant participant atoms within the ac-
tive cell are shown using somewhat larger sym-
bols. See text for details.
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trary but must be the same for both diagrams representing
the typeA andB contributions.

(3) The number of the spectator atoms,na−1, within the
active cell should be varied from one up to the maximum
number which can be fitted within it without inhibiting the
jump of the participant atom. Each topologically inequiva-
lent arrangement ofna−1 spectators in the active cell must
be considered separately even if they might correspond to the
same jump rate.

(4) With all that the factor multiplying the difference be-
tween the unperturbedW and the actual transition rates
(G , T, R, etc.) is

DsAd + DsBd = Dsla,na;L,Ndffpart.fin
sAd − fpart.fin

sBd g*

ffocc.in
sAd − focc.in

sBd g. s37d

The first factor,D—given in Eq. s36d, is a product ofN
which accounts for the possibility that any of theN atoms in
the system can be selected as a participant atom around
which an active cell is constructed and the ordered sum
yielding a number of all possible configurations in which
N−na atoms may be distributed amongL− la sites of the
environment provided that no permutations of the atoms are
allowedfi.e., the atoms are tagged and placed in the environ-
ment in a particular order—we stress that the sum in Eq.s36d
is ordereddg. D will be referred to as the “environment
factor.”

The remaining two factors in Eq.(37), referred to as the
“active cell factor,” are the only ones which contain the in-
formation about the structure of the active cell and the par-
ticular process occurring within it. Here, “part.fin” stands for
the label of the site occupied within the active cell by the
participant atomafter the jump while “occ.in” denotes a col-
lection of labels of all occupied sites within the cellbefore
the jump. Eq.(33) should be used once the indices corre-
sponding to “part.fin” and “occ.in” are identified.

(5) Each contribution given in Eq.(37) corresponding to
a particular actual transition rate must be multiplied by the
corresponding difference of the unperturbed jump rate and
the actual rate, the results must be added[cf. Eq. (31)] and
divided by the normalization factorNsL ,Nd to yield the cor-
rection dlskd to the diffusive eigenvalue of the rate matrix
Mskd [cf. Eq. (17)].

The active cell with four sites is sufficient to assure for all
interaction models considered here that no atom in the envi-
ronment affects the jump rate of the participant atom within
the active cell. The participant atom needs two sites sona can
be equal 2 or 3(the minimum is 2 because the active cell
must contain at least one spectator atom.)23 For na=2 there
are two topologically inequivalent arrangements of specta-
tors with respect to the initial position of the participant atom
so, according to the Rule 3, bothA-type diagrams withna
=2, f• • → + + g and f+ • → + • g, together with theirB-type
counterparts must be considered even whenR=G (the latter
drops out, of course, whenR=W).

The rules formulated above apply also to interaction mod-
els for which the interactions have longer range than in the
models considered here. In such a case the active cell would
be comprised of more than just four sites. The rules can also

be used to evaluateF†skd ·dMskd ·fPvarFskdg {or even
F†skd ·Mskd ·fPvarFskdg, see Ref. 23} with Pvar better ad-
justed to the actual equilibrium occupations than assumed so
far. One such example will be considered in Sec. IV.

D. Results

The environment factorDsla,na;L ,Nd [defined in Eq.
(36)] must be divided by the normalization factorNsL ,Nd
[cf. Eqs. (17), (31), and (35)]. Evaluating them one has to
assure that all atoms in the system are tagged and distributed
among the lattice site in some specific order—evaluating the
number of possible configurations of the system one is not
allowed to consider configurations obtained by switching po-
sitions of two atoms. In other words, amongN different con-
figurations corresponding toN atoms occupying specific sites
on the lattice only one is legitimate—the one in which the
order of atoms is consistent with condition(5).

It is worth to note here that the restriction imposed by
labeling and ordering the atoms in the lattice gas may be
entirely removed from the considerations. When the ordering
is ignored the number of configurations increase and the nu-
merator Dsla,na;L ,Nd and the denominatorNsL ,Nd get
multiplied by sN−1d! leaving the ratio unchanged(cf. Ap-
pendixes C and E for more details). This is a minor point in
this work but it becomes important when the method will be
applied to a two dimensional lattice gas for which ordering
of atoms would be, at least, inconvenient[cf. Sec. V].

Using Eqs.(C13) and (E1) we get

Vsla,na;L,Nd =
Dsla,na;L,Nd

NsL,Nd
=

Dsla,na;L,Nd
NsL,Nd

=
S L − la

N − na
D

SL − 2

N − 1
D .

s38d

EntireVsla,na;L ,Nd will also sometimes be referred to as an
environment factor. On the right hand side we use the quan-
tities N and D, defined in Eqs.(C2) and in the paragraph
containing Eq.(E2), respectively. They differ fromN andD
in this respect that the restriction imposed by the ordering of
atoms[cf. Eq. (5)] is removed.

In the most general interaction model considered here,
BWM, the correctiondlskd to the diffusive eigenvalue of the
rate matrix consists of three contributions,dlGskd, dlTskd,
and dlRskd corresponding, respectively, to the special rates
G, T, andR. Using Eqs.(17), (31), (33), (35), and (38), we
get

dlGskd
G − W

= − 16 sin2Ska

2
Dcos2Ska

2
D sN − 1dsL − N − 1d

sL − 2dsL − 3d
,

s39ad

dlRskd
R− W

= + 8 sin2Ska

2
Dcosskad

sN − 1dsL − N − 1d
sL − 2dsL − 3d

,

s39bd
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dlTskd
T − W

= − 4sin2Ska

2
D sN − 1dsN − 2d

sL − 2dsL − 3d
. s39cd

A few observations are in order.
(i) The rules formulated in Sec. III C can be also used to

get l0skd for the noninteracting system. The active cells of
type A and B, f•→ + g and f+← • g, respectively, so the
k-dependent factor issf1− f0d*sf0− f1d=−4 sin2ska/2d; the
cells havela=2 sites andna=1 atom so the ratio in Eq.(38)
is equal to 1. After multiplying byW one gets exactlyl0skd.

(ii ) For the WDM interaction model(G=T, R=W) the
sum of contributions given in Eqs.(39a) and(39b) yield the
result which forN=3 reproduces Eq.(30). For N=1 all cor-
rections vanish, as expected for an isolated particle migrating
over the lattice. ForN=2 we getdlTskd=0, as expected(cf.
Fig. 1).

(iii ) For N=L−1 bothdlGskd anddlRskd vanish and, us-
ing Eqs.(13) and (39c) we get

− lskd = − l0skd + dlTskd = − 4T sin2Ska

2
D , s40d

which is exactly the same as −l0skd but with T replacingW.
This, in fact, is the exact result because forN=L−1 we ef-
fectively have an isolated hole migrating over the lattice with
the jump rateT.

(iv) The G andR contributions show an atom-hole sym-
metry (i.e., the symmetry with respect to theN→L−N re-
placement) while theT contribution is not symmetric, it is a
monotonic function ofN. Consequently, the entirelskd does
not have the atom-hole symmetry even for the simplest,
WDM, interaction model. Therefore, the approach presented
here is capable of accounting for different migration behav-
ior of interacting particles and interacting holes. This is an
important observation: a very dense lattice gas of interacting
particles can be considered as a rarefied lattice gas of holes
but the effective hole-hole interactions are not equivalent to
the atom-atom interactions. The rateT is quite special being
affected by interactions between three atoms while the rates
G and R are affected only by the interactions between two
particles only. Obviously, in models in which the interactions
extend beyond the nearest neighbors, the role of many par-
ticle interactions becomes relatively more important and
stronger asymmetry between behavior of interacting atoms
versus that for interacting holes is expected. Also, for lattice
gases in two or more dimensions the number of particles
affecting a jump rate of an atom is potentially larger so stron-
ger atom-hole asymmetry is expected.

The diffusion coefficient is obtained as aka!1 limit of
lskd /k2. Defining the coverageu=N/L and going to the limit
L→`, N→` keepingu finite we get from Eqs.(13) and
(39):

Dsud/a2 = W+ 2s2G − R− Wdus1 − ud + sT − Wdu2

=W+ 2s2G − R− Wdu + fW+ T − 2s2G − Rdgu2.

s41d

The result in Eq.s41d should represent an accurate coverage
dependence of the diffusion coefficient over the entire inter-

val of coverages whenG , T, andR do not differ too much
from the rateW, e.g., at high temperatures. An important
feature of the model considered so far is that the equilibrium
correlations are assumed in it to be the same as in the non-
interacting lattice gas. The mathematical expression of this
fact is that all components ofPeq are equal to each other
sset to 1d. In the section to follow we investigate a case in
which accounting for nontrivial equilibrium correlations is
mandatory.

IV. APPLICATION: STRONG REPULSION
BETWEEN NEAREST NEIGHBORS

We consider now a special case in which atoms at neigh-
boring sites repel each other very strongly. Consequently,R
!G (cf. Fig. 1) and, assuming weak final state interactions
sR<Wd and using Eq.(2), we haveT<G@W<R. In the
WDM interaction model(i.e., the initial state interactions
only) the<’s are, in fact, sharp equalities and the distinction
betweenR andW and betweenG andT is kept only for the
purpose of identification of the atomic jump types. Our aim
is to postulate a suitable candidate forPvar in Eq. (10) and
evaluate the diffusive eigenvalue using the rules formulated
in Sec. III C.

It is convenient in what follows to consider the vacant
sites as occupied by holes treated as particles. The starting
point is the case of half coveragesu=0.5d, i.e., whenN
=L /2. The number of particles and holes is the same and the
energy is minimized when every second site is occupied by
an atom or, equivalently, every second site is occupied by a
hole. From now on, two atoms or two holes occupying
neighboring sites will be referred to as a pair of atoms or pair
of holes, respectively. No such pairs are present in equilib-
rium at u=0.5.

For the case of strong repulsion anduÞ0.5 we have to
consider separately the cases in which the coverage is larger
or smaller than 0.5. The reason is a vast difference between
the limiting values of the diffusion coefficient foru=0 and
u=1, Wa2 andTa2, respectively.

A. Caseu.0.5

Let the number of atoms be slightly larger than the num-
ber of vacant sites(holes) so the coverage can still be con-
sidered to beu=0.5. Consider a configuration in which the
atoms occupy every second site except for “kinks” where
two atoms form a pair. Such kinks exist because the number
of atoms is larger than the number of holes. We limit atten-
tion to a neighborhood of a kink

. . . • + • + • + • + • • + • + • + • + • + . . . .

Any of the two atoms at the kink may jump away at a fast
rateT breaking a bond and creating another one(cf. Fig. 1).
Such an act moves the kink by a distance 2a in either direc-
tion. Any other atomic jump(involving an atom away from
the kink) must create a pair of holes(and an extra pair of
atoms), for example

. . . • + • + • + • + • • + • + • • + + • + . . . ,

and occurs at a rateR which is much slower thanT. Even if
the disturbance created by such a jump may propagate fur-
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ther at a fast rateT the initial slow step is a bottleneck al-
lowing to ignore the configurations with two neighboring
holes. These configurations areR/G!1 less likely than the
configurations in which every hole is separated from another
one by at least one atom. Configurations with clusters of
more than two holes or with more than one pair of holes are
even less likely. Therefore, diffusion is due to the random
walk of a kink, jumping at a fast rateT at a distance 2a, so
the diffusion coefficient isTs2ad2=4Ta2. The only configu-
rations involved, referred to as the “0h-pair” ones in what
follows, are those in which there are no pairs ofholes(thus
the subscripth). Configurations in which only one pair of
holes is present in the entire system are denoted by 1h-pair,
etc. Recall that thehmjth component ofPeq is, up to a com-
mon multiplicative factor, equal to the probability of the con-
figuration hmj in equilibrium. Therefore, the components of
Peq corresponding to the 0h-pair configurations dominate
over all the remaining ones which are at leastR/G!1 times
less probable.Peq is also [cf. discussion later Eq.(A2)] an
eigenvector ofMsk=0d and if terms proportional to the slow
ratesW and R were to be ignored in this matrix then all
components inPeq except the 0h-pair ones would vanish
identically. All 0h-pair components could be set equal to 1
because these configurations are equally likely in equilib-
rium.

The earlier considerations suggest how to selectPvar and
Fvarskd in the variational expression(10) for the diffusive
eigenvaluelskd. The former should be as close toPeq as
possible so we choosePvar to have all 0h-pair components
equal to 1 and all the rest equal to 0[the overall normaliza-
tion is irrelevant because it is taken care of by the denomi-
nator in Eq. (10)]. We denote itP0

eq. In ignoring all but
0h-pair components the important role is played by the fact
that transitions between 0h-pair configurations occur at afast
rateT. We can set to 0 all matrix elements ofMskd which are
proportional to the slow rateW and the fast rateG because
they correspond to transitions in which 0h-pair configurations
are neither the initial nor the final ones. We can set to zero
also those matrix elements which involve the slow rateR
because these transitions take the system from a 0h-pair con-
figuration to a 1h-pair one which we ignore anyway. The
resulting matrix, denotedMTskd, contains only ratesT.

Next, we chooseFvarskd to be the same as before, i.e., it is
Fskd with its components given in Eq.(12). We see that the
product P0

eqFskd has all 0h-pair components the same as
those ofFskd but all the remaining ones are 0. The product
MTskd ·fPeqFskdg, is now a one column array(proportional to
T) having only the 0h-pair components(the rest are 0) be-
cause all transitions between the 0h-pair configurations occur
solely at a rateT. Consequently, only the 0h-pair components
are relevant inFvar

† skd in both the numerator and the denomi-
nator in Eq.(10), i.e., Fvar

† skd can be replaced there with
fP0

eqFskdg†:

− lskd <
fP0

eqFskdg† ·MTskd · fP0
eqFskdg

fP0
eqFskdg† · fP0

eqFskdg
=

MTsk;L,Nd
Nsk;L,Nd

.

s42d

The numeratorMTsk;L ,Nd can be evaluated using the rules
formulated in Sec. III C to evaluateF†skd ·dMskd ·Fskd. The

denominatorNsk;L ,Nd, which will depend onk this time,
must be evaluated separately.

Evaluation of the numerator in Eq.(42) is easy. We use
Eq. (37) and the result will be multiplied byT. The active
cells A andB are those given in the central panels in Fig. 3,
i.e., f• • → + • g and f• + ← • • g, respectively. The remaining
two pairs of active cells in Fig. 3 are disallowed because they
admit hole pairs either before or after the jump. The environ-
ment factorDsla,na;L ,Nd (la=4,na=3) is formally defined
in Eq. (36) with the difference that the summation is only
over the 0h-pair configurations. The sum is still ordered and
the result is equal to the number of the 0h-pair configurations
of the environment in whichN−3 atoms are distributed
amongL−4 sites. This means that in arrangingN−3 atoms
along a line at most one hole can be placed between two
neighboring atoms. There can also be at most one hole at the
edges of the environment because both active cells have at-
oms at each edge. Consequently, there aresN−3d+1 bins
(spaces between atoms), each one capable of accepting no
more than one hole from the total numbersL−Nd−1 of them
(because one hole is already in the active cell). The number
of possibilities iss N−2

L−N−1
d and the numerator in Eq.(42) is

MTsk;L,Nd = − 4T sin2Ska

2
DNS N − 2

L − N − 1
D . s43d

The denominator

Nsk;L,Nd ; fP0
eqFskdg† · fP0

eqFskdg

=o
hmj
ord

0h

us1 + e−ikam1 + ¯ + e−ikamN−1du2 s44d

cannot be evaluated exactly this time. The sumohmj

ord

0h denotes

here the sum over all 0h-pair configurations. It implies that
apart from the ordering condition[Eq. (5)], extra conditions

m1 ø 2,

mi+1 − mi ø 2, for i = 1, . . . ,N − 2,

mN−1 ù L − 2, s45d

must be met to assure that the distance between two consecu-
tive atoms is not greater than 2a, i.e., that each hole has
necessarily occupied sites as its neighbors[the first and the
last condition in Eq.(45) assure that also the reference atom
has no more than one hole at each of its sides]. The number
of terms in such a sum is equal tos N

L−N
d—the number of

ways in whichL−N holes can be distributed amongN bins
(i.e.,N intervals between consecutive atoms arranged along a
circle) each one accommodating at most one hole. Using
condition(9) and indexing the atoms to the left of the refer-
ence atom by negative integersj =−1,−2, . . . forwhich mj
=m−u j u,0, one can show(cf. Appendix F) that
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Nsk;L,Nd=N3S N

L − N
D + o

j=−sN−1d/2
jÞ0

+sN−1d/2

1o
hmj
ord

0h

eikamj24 , s46d

for odd N. For even N the sum runs fromj =−N/2 to
j = +N/2−1, excluding j =0. The first term in the square
bracket is, in fact, due to thej =0 term extracted from the
sum in the next term.

Unfortunately, the expression in Eq.(46) cannot be evalu-
ated exactly and approximations are needed. Note the order
of summations in Eq.(46): the summation over the configu-
rations must be done first[cf. discussion below Eq.(F2)].
One focuses attention first on a fixed atom(j th, say), adds all
phase contributions due to its positions in all configurations
scanned by the inner summation. Doing that for each atom
one adds the results, as required by the outside summation.
For each atom(eachj) the result of the summation over the
configurations is, in general, different. We approximate this
result by introducing an averagekexpsikamjdlhmj of
expsikamjd over all configurations to replace the summation
over the configurations with a multiplication of the average
by the number of the configurations

o
hmj
ord

0h

eikamj < S N

L − N
Dkeikamjlhmj. s47d

The average is different for each consecutive atom(i.e., for
each j). Consider the first atom,j =1. If there is a hole be-
tween it and the reference atom, •+ • . . ., then m1=2, other-
wise, for • • . . ., we have m1=1 (the leftmost • denotes the
reference atom). The corresponding phase factors are
exps2ikad and expsikad, respectively. Therefore

keikam1lhmj = pe2ika + s1 − pdeika, s48d

where

p =
L − N

N
=

1

u
− 1, s49d

is the probability that there is a hole between any two con-
secutive atoms[because there areL−N holes andN bins
(intervals between consecutive atoms)] capable of accepting
at most one hole. For the second atom,j =2 there are four
possibilities: •+ • + • . . . with m2=4, contributingp2 exps4ikad;
• + • • . . . and ••+ • . . . with m2=3 contributing together 2ps1
−pdexps3ikd; and •• • . . . with m2=2 contributing s1
−pd2 exps2ikad. The sum of these three terms is just a square
of the right hand side in Eq.(48). These considerations can
be extended and the result is

keikamjlhmj = spe±2ika + s1 − pde±ikadu j u, s50d

where the minus sign in the exponent corresponds to nega-
tive j ’s. The error in this approximation is due to the fact that
the actual probability of having a hole between any two con-
secutive atoms depends on that how many holes were al-
ready used to fill spaces between earlier atoms whereas in
Eq. (50) this effect is ignored. In particular, forj .L−N
(which is possible because the number of atomsN is greater

than the number of holesL−N) some terms at the right hand
side of Eq.(50) correspond to the configurations with more
holes than their actual total numberL−N.

Inserting Eq.(50) into Eq. (47) and substituting the result
into Eq.(46) one ends up with a sum of a geometric progres-
sion of terms at the right hand side of Eq.(50) summed up to
j =sN−1d /2 plus its complex conjugate due to negativej ’s.
The upper limit is spurious due to the approximation error
mentioned below Eq.(50) and should be extended tò for
N@1. The result is

Nsk;L,Nd < NS N

L − N
D ps1 − pdsin2Ska

2
D

s1 − pd2 sin2Ska

2
D + p sin2skad

.

s51d

Note thatN depends now onk, in contrast to the result in Eq.
(C13).

Inserting Eqs.(43) and (51) into Eq. (42), usingu=N/L
and Eq.(49), we getl=ska/ud2 for ka!1 andN@1, i.e.:

Dsud/a2 =
T

u2, for u . 0.5. s52d

This is a surprisingly simple result. Foru=0.5 we get the
expectedD=4Ta2 and for u=1 we haveD=Ta2 which is
also expected because at full coverage isolated holes jump at
a rateT at a distancea. It is worthwhile to compare the
above result with the result in Eq.(41) which was obtained
assuming that every configuration satisfying condition(5) is
equally likely. ForT=G andW=R the latter gives

Dsud/a2 = W+ sT − Wdus4 − 3ud, s53d

in which one can ignoreW for W!T (we keepW in because
the above expression is valid also foru!1). For u=0.5 we
get, not surprisingly, a very different result than from Eq.
(52) because in Eq.(53) the equilibrium correlations present
around half coverage are entirely ignored. Foru<1, how-
ever, both results predictD=Ta2 and the same slope −2T of
Dsud.

B. Caseu,0.5

Superficially, one might argue that the approach presented
in the preceding section applies also foru,0.5 and the only
modification needed is to interchange the role which the
holes and atoms play in the considerations. This would re-
place u with 1−u and T with W in the final result giving
Dsud=Wa2/ s1−ud2. Unfortunately, such an approximation
misses contributions toD which are of the same order of
magnitude as those which are preserved.

To see this clearly it is best to start with considerations,
analogous to those at the beginning of theu.0.5 subsection,
but for coverages now slightly less that 0.5. The kink is now
formed by a pair of holes and the 0a-pair, 1a-pair, 2a-pair
configurations are those containing none, one, or two pairs of
atoms. As before we start with the 0a-pair configuration:
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. . . + • + • + • + • + + • + • + • + • + • . . . ,

having a kink formed by a pair of holes. Any atomic jump
leading to the translation of such a kink in either direction
occurs at aslow rateW because it involves jumps of isolated
atoms at either side of the kink. This suggests the diffusion
coefficient equal to 4Wa2. Competing atomic jumps, how-
ever, creating a 1a-pair configuration(which also contains an
extra pair of holes), for example

. . . + • + • + • + • + + • + • + + • • + • . . . ,

occur at a rateR (creation of a bond without braking one)
which is as slow asW. Once the system is in a 1a-pair con-
figuration it can either get back into a 0a-pair configuration at
a fast rateG or get converted into other 1a-pair configuration
at an equally fast rateT. Although the 1a-pair configuration is
still R/G times less probable than a 0a-pair configuration, the
fact that the transitions between different 0a-pair configura-
tions are as slow as the occasional excursions into a fast path
along 1a-pair configurations does not allow to ignore the
1a-pair configurations. Consequently, the variational candi-
date for Pvar should have all 0a-pair components equal to,
say, 1, all 1a-pair components equal toR/G, all 2a-pair com-
ponents equal tosR/Gd2, all na-pair components equal to
sR/Gdn, etc.

To estimate the relative magnitude of components of
Mskd ·Pvar we note that, in general, the transitions lowering
the number of the atomic pairs in the system occur at the fast
rate G, the transitions which do not change the number of
atomic pairs occur at an equally fast rateT (except for
0a-pair → 0a-pair transitions which occur at the slow rate
W), and the transitions increasing the number of atomic pairs
by one occur at the slow rateR. Consequently, anna-pair
component ofMskd ·Pvar, for nÞ0, is a sum of terms of the
following orders of magnitude:

fMskd ·Pvargna
, − sT + G + RdOfsR/Gdng + GOfsR/Gdn+1g

+ TOfsR/Gdng + ROfsR/Gdn−1g

, GOfsR/Gdng , WOfsR/Gdn−1g, s54d

while fMskd ·Pvarg0a
is of the order ofW. We see that the

0a-pair and 1a-pair components ofMskd ·Pvar are of the same
order W while the na-pair components withnù2 are much
smaller. Effectively, allna-pair components ofPvar for n
ù2 could be set to zero. As before, we chooseFvarskd to be
Fskd with components given in Eq.(12). The fact that not all
nonvanishing components ofPvar are equal to each other
requires contributions due to various types of the active cells
to be weighted by the probabilities with which the initial
configurations in such cells occur. This will be done in detail
later.

The simplest active cell contains only one atom and three
holes. The typesA and B are f+ + ← • + g and f+ • → + + g, re-
spectively, with the transitions indicated occurring at the rate
W. Such an active cell, with one only participator atom, was
not considered in Sec. III because it would result in the con-
tribution l0skd which in Eq.(17) was explicitly extracted at
the beginning of the considerations. The active cell factor,

defined in the second line of Eq.(37), is equal −4 sin2ska/2d.
The environment factorD, counts all the configurations in
which the environment(L−4 sites) containsN−1 atoms and
L−N−3 holes with the restriction that no two atoms form a
pair. The active cells have a hole at each end so in the envi-
ronment the sites immediately adjacent to the active cell may
accept an atom. So, we haveL−N−2 bins among whichN
−1 atoms can be distributed with at most one atom per bin.
The corresponding number of configurations must be multi-
plied by the number of holessL−Nd because each hole in the
system may be chosen as the hole to be filled by the partici-
pant atom in the active cell(i.e., there areL−N ways of
selecting the active cell). Collecting all this together we get
the contribution due to theW transitions to the numerator in
Eq. (10):

MWsk;L,Nd = − 4Wsin2Ska

2
DsL − NdSL − N − 2

N − 1
D .

s55d

Of course, the contribution in Eq.(55) can be obtained from
Eq. (43) for u.0.5 by interchanging the role of atoms and
holes, i.e., by doing in it the replacements:N↔ sL−Nd and
T→W.

The active cells containing two atoms:f• + ← • + g and
f+ • → + • g, correspond to the transitions from a 0a-pair to a
1a-pair configuration, occurring at a rateR. The environment
hasL−N−2 holes. The number of bins among whichN−2
atoms are distributed is now equal to the number of holes
because only one of two environment sites adjacent to the
edge of the active cell may be occupied by an atom. We get

MRsk;L,Nd = + 8Rsin2Ska

2
DcosskadsL − NdSL − N − 2

N − 2
D .

s56d

Not surprisingly, thek-dependent active cell factor is the
same as in Eq.(39b) because the active cells shown earlier
are the same as in the rightmost panels in Fig. 3.

The next active cell also contains two atoms but corre-
sponds to reverse transitions, from a 1a-pair to a 0a-pair con-
figuration: f• • → + + g and f+ + ← • • g, which occur at the rate
G. This was already considered in the leftmost panel of Fig.
3 so thek-dependent active cell factor is the same as in Eq.
(39a). Now, however, the entire contribution must be multi-
plied not only by the rateG but also byR/G because the
probability of the initial 1a-pair configurations is smaller by
this factor than the initial 0a-pair configurations in the previ-
ous two cases. The environment factor is the same as in the
preceding paragraph and we get

MGsk;L,Nd = − 16GSR

G
Dsin2Ska

2
Dcos2Ska

2
DsL − Nd

3SL − N − 2

N − 2
D . s57d

Finally, the active cell with three atoms:f• + ← • • g and
f• • → + • g, correspond to transitions from a 1a-pair to a
1a-pair configuration occurring at a rateT. They were already
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considered in the central panel of Fig. 3 so the active cell
factor is the same as in Eq.(39c). The contribution must be
multiplied by the rateT and by the probability factorR/G
corresponding to the initial 1a-pair configuration. The num-
ber of holes in the environment isL−N−1 but the number of
bins among whichN−3 atoms are distributed is onlyL−N
−2 because both sites in the environment adjacent to the
active cell cannot be occupied by an atom. The result is

MTsk;L,Nd = − 4TSR

G
Dsin2Ska

2
DsL − NdSL − N − 2

N − 3
D .

s58d

Note that each contribution listed in Eqs.(55)–(58) is, effec-
tively, of the orderW.

To evaluate the normalizing denominator in Eq.(10) we
note first that the right hand side factor of the dot product,
i.e., PvarFvarskd, has 1a-pair components which areR/G
times smaller than its 0a-pair components, while the weights
of all components in the left hand side factor, i.e.,Fvar

† skd,
are the same. Consequently, the contribution due to the
1a-pair components isR/G times smaller than that due to the
0a-pair components and can be neglected. In this approxima-
tion we get forN,L /2 the expression forNsk;L ,Nd which
is the same as in the second line of Eq.(44). The only dif-
ference is that the summation is over the configurations with
no pairs of atoms(0a-pair configurations) while in Eq.(44)—
valid for N.L /2—it was over the configurations with no
pairs of holes(0h-pair configurations). The sum ofN expo-
nential terms exps−ikamid, including 1 which is
exps−ikam0d can be replaced with the sum ofL−N exponen-
tial terms in whichm0, . . . ,mL−N−1 are positions ofholes
rather than atoms. This is because the sum of the exponential
terms corresponding to holes and atoms add up to zero ac-
cording to Eq.(C5) [a direct consequence of Eq.(9) resulting
from the periodic boundary conditions]. In other words, we
get formally the same expression as Eq.(44) with the roles
of holes and atoms interchanged. Therefore, the approximate
result is given in Eq.(51) in which N and L−N are inter-
changed andp is replaced with 1/p [with p still being de-
fined in Eq.(49) but no longer being smaller than 1]:

Nsk;L,Nd<sL − NdSL − N

N
D

3

sp − 1dsin2Ska

2
D

sp − 1d2 sin2Ska

2
D + p sin2skad

. s59d

Adding contributions(55)–(58), settingW=R and T=G,
dividing by N given in Eq.(59), taking the limitka!1 and
L ,N@1, settingu=N/L and using Eq.(49), we get

Dsud/a2 =
W

s1 − 2ud2, for u , 0.5, s60d

which has a proper limit foru=0 but is not expected to be
very accurate foru<0.5. In fact, the result diverges foru
=0.5. The reason is simple—keepingW finite we effectively

setT→` so with the diffusion coefficient controlled byT at
u=0.5 it is not surprising that the result is infinite. Therefore,
a better approximation scheme would require dealing with
finite T near u=0.5. W note also that result(53) has very
different behavior than that in Eq.(60)—only the value of
the diffusion coefficient atu=0 is the same in both but the
slopes ofDsud in these two approximations are very differ-
ent.

We compare the analytic results for the strong repulsion
case, Eqs.(52) and(60), with the results of the recent Monte
Carlo simulations27,28 in a one dimensional lattice gas with
vastly different ratesW and T. The simulations were per-
formed forW/T=0.01, 0.1, and 0.5(the latter cannot qualify
as a strong repulsion case). Dsud /Wa2 is shown Fig. 4 as a
function of coverage over the entire range from 0 to 1. As
expected, the simulation results forW andT differing by two
orders of magnitude agree better with the analytic results in
Eqs.(52) and (60) than those for the rates differing only by
one order of magnitude. The agreement between the analytic
and the simulation results extends, however, for more than
two orders magnitude(for u,0.5). For comparableR andT
(T=2R) the agreement with the strong repulsion version of
the theory is poor but in such case the theoretical result in
Eq. (53) reproduces the simulation data quite well. The latter
fails, however, for the strong repulsion cases except, perhaps,
close tou<1 whereD is close to itsu=1 value. This is
understandable in view of the fact that the result in Eq.(53)
is effectively the perturbation theory result. Nearu=0 the
diffusion coefficient varies too rapidly withu for any pertur-
bation theory result to be reliable.

The analytic result for the strong repulsion case has a
discontinuity at half coverage while the simulations merely

FIG. 4. Comparison ofDsud /Wa2, Eq. (52) for u.0.5 and Eq.
(60) for u,0.5 (continuous lines terminating atu=0.5) with the
results of the Monte Carlo simulations(points). The simulations are
done forR=W, T=G with T/W=100(solid points), T/W=10 (open
points), andT/W=2 (triangles). For the latter case the theoretical
continuous line curve is from Eq.(53). For comparison,Dsud /Wa2

from Eq. (53) is plotted also forT/W=100 and 10(dotted lines).
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predict a sudden change in the behavior ofDsud there. As
discussed earlier, the discontinuity[and, in fact, the diver-
gence inDsud], are related to the fact that in the analytic
result for u,0.5 we effectively haveT→` while W<0 is
assumed foru.0.5.

V. TWO DIMENSIONS

The variational approach used to evaluate the coverage
dependence of the collective diffusion coefficient in an inter-
acting lattice gas can be easily generalized to the two dimen-
sional case. In two dimensions the lattice gas may undergo a
structural phase transition at certain coverages. In principle,
the information about the structural phase at a given
coverage—determined by the same interactions between the
atoms which determine the actual jump rates, is contained in
Peq, the eigenvector ofMsk=0d. Consequently, by a proper
choice of Pvar—the variational candidate forPeq—one can
build into the calculation the information about the structural
phase and account for the coverage dependence of the diffu-
sion coefficient within this phase. In this work we will, for
the purpose of a demonstration only, limit our attention to a
two dimensional analog of the case considered in Sec. III,
i.e., the case in which the jump rates are only moderately
modified by the atom-atom interactions. Phase transforma-
tion is not expected in this case. The work on cases in which
the transformations do occur is in progress.

The variational expression for the diffusive eigenvalue of
the rate matrix is a ratio of the “expectation value” and a
normalizing denominator[cf. Eq. (10)]. In both of them a
summation over the configurationshmj is involved. In one
dimension the atoms in the system are tagged,i
=1,2, . . . ,N−1, and their positions with respect to the refer-
ence atom,mi’s, are ordered according to Eq.(5). This or-
dering restricts a set of configurationshmj admitted in the
summations. We have seen, however, that this ordering—
although convenient in deriving the rules listed in Sec.
III C—is unnecessary when they are applied. Namely, to
evaluate the denominatorNsL ,Nd in Appendix C we have
removed any restriction due to the ordering right at the start.
The result is an increase of the denominator by a factorsN
−1d!. We have also shown in Appendix E that when the
numeratorDsla,na;L ,Nd is evaluated, removing the restric-
tion due to ordering leads to its increase by the same factor
sN−1d! so the ratio remains unchanged. Consequently, one
might ignore the ordering of the atomic positions within a
configuration right from the beginning without changing the
final result[cf. Eq. (38)]. This can be taken advantage of in
two dimensions where tagging of atoms is still possible but
there is no easy way of ordering their positions with respect
to the reference atom. One can, however, ignore any ordering
scheme(and the restrictions imposed by it on the summa-
tions over the configurations) in the two dimensional case as
long as it is done in both the numerator and the denominator
of the variational expression.

We consider a lattice gas on a square lattice of adsorption
sites with a lattice constanta. As before, we denote byW the
jump rate of an isolated atom and consider a model in which
the jump rates differ fromW only when at least one bond

between nearest atoms is either broken or formed(i.e., the
jumping atom has at least one nearest neighbor either before
or after the jump). It is easy to see that it is sufficient to limit
the active cellla=8 sites. For example, a pair of active cells,
A and B, which must be considered for jumps along thex
axis are

+ 7 + +

+ • → + +

+ +
8 − 7 + +

+ + ← • +

+ +
8 . s61d

Not shown are the sites in the four corners because they do
not belong to cell. Signs + and − remind that the contribu-
tions evaluated due to the cellB must be subtracted from
those due to the cellA. Only the participant atom is shown as
• and among the remainingla−1=7 sites+ in the cell at least
one but no more thanla−2=6 should be filled with the spec-
tator atoms:na varies between23 2 and 7. All possible occu-
pation patterns should be considered and all cases can be
classified assna,nB,nFd, i.e., by specifying the total number
of the atoms in the active cellsnad, the number of bonds
brokensnBd and formedsnFd as a result of the atomic jump
indicated by the arrow. BothnB and an additional label(say
a,b,c, . . .) may be needed to distinguish among several dia-
grams with the samena,nB, andnF. The jumps along they
axis are easily accounted for by adding to the expressions
evaluated from the diagrams the expressions obtained by in-
terchangingkx with ky [in the two dimensional casek is
replaced by a vectork =skx,kyd]. The sites in the active cell
are labeled by specifying their position with respect to a
fixed reference site which can be chosen arbitrarily. A con-
venient choice is, for example, such for which the sites oc-
cupied by the participant atom before the jump are atas1,1d
and as2,1d in the left (type A) and the right(type B) cell,
respectively, in Eq.(61): i.e, thes0,0d site itself which would
be in the lower left corner does not belong to the cell and is
not shown.

The environment factor associated with a diagram
sna,nB,nFd is Vsla=8,na;L2,Nd given in Eq. (38). Among
the two remaining factors in Eq.(37), the first one is the
same for all diagrams and for the earlier described choice of
the reference site it is

ffpart.fin
sAd − fpart.fin

sBd g* = sX2Y − XYd* =
1 − X

X2Y
, s62d

whereX=exps−iakxd andY=exps−iakyd. The second factor,
focc.in

sAd − focc.in
sBd , must be evaluated for each group of diagrams

separately. We note here that each of the factors depends on
the choice of the reference site but their product does not.

There are, in total, 39 groups of diagrams. One third of
them contain oneA-type and oneB-type diagram(the occu-
pation pattern is the same above as it is below the line con-
necting the initial and the final site of the jumping atom). The
remaining 26 groups contain twoA-type and twoB-type dia-
grams. For example, one of five possiblesna=5,nB=2,nF

=2d configurations is
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+ 7 • •

• • → + +

+ •
8 − 7 • +

+ + ← • •

• •
8 .

+ 7 + •

• • → + +

• •
8 − 7 • •

+ + ← • •

• +
8 . s63d

and results in theskx,kyd-dependent factor

− 8H3Ssin2kx

2
+ sin2ky

2
D − 4Ssin4kx

2
+ sin4ky

2
D

+ 4 sin2kx

2
sin2ky

2
J < − 6skad2, s64d

which must still be be multiplied byVs8,5;L2,Nd. The final
approximate result is obtained forka!1. In fact, only 15 out
of the total of 39 groups of diagrams must be evaluated be-
cause for many of them theskx,kyd-dependent factor is the
same. For example, it is easy to see that the expression given
in Eq. (64) corresponds not only to the group given in Eq.
(63) but also a similar group in which the pair of atoms in the
top or in the bottom row are removed(but not the lone atom
in these rows). The resulting group is one of five possible
(3,1,1) configurations and must be multiplied by
Vs8,3;L2,Nd.

The limit L2→`, N→` with the condition thatN/L2

=u is a finite coverage(between 0 and 1) affects only the
environment factor. It is easy to show that in this limit

Vs8,na;L2,Nd → una−1s1 − ud7−na, s65d

which for na varying from 2 to 7 gives the coverage depen-
dence of the typeuns1−ud6−n with n=1,2, . . . ,6. Wepresent
the results in Table I. In order to get the correction to the
diffusion coefficient due to all transitions breakingnB bonds
and simultaneously formingnF bonds one has to multiply the
expression given at the intersection of thenBth column and
nFth row by sGnB,nF

−Wda2, whereGnB,nF
is the jump rate for

such particular jumps. The elementnB=nF=0 is not specified
because jumps which neither break nor form new bonds re-
sult in the coverage independent diffusion coefficientD0
=Wa2. If the jump rates depend only on the number of bonds
broken(formed) irrespectively how many bonds are formed
(broken) then the correction can be obtained from the last

row (column). It is interesting to see that terms proportional
to u5 and u6 cancel out in such cases except fornB=0 or
nF=0. Alternative specific models of the jump rates can be
used, for example such in which the rate does not depend on
the number of bonds formed but only on the number of
bonds broken and the number of nearest neighbors at the
barrier site which the atom passes through.

As a particular example we consider the case in which the
only jump rates which are not equal toW are those in which
one, two, or three bonds are broken and assume that the
rates,G1, G2, and G3, respectively, do not depend on the
number of bonds formed in the process. This case is a two
dimensional counterpart of the WDM interaction model in
one dimension(cf. Fig. 1). If we further writeG1=gW and
assume thatG2=g2W and G3=g3W, which is a reasonable
assumption based on a thermal activation of the atomic
jumps, then the diffusion coefficient is obtained by adding to
Wa2 the nB=1, 2, and 3 terms in the last row in Table I
multiplied by Wsg−1da2, Wsg2−1da2, and Wsg3−1da2, re-
spectively. We get

Dsud/a2 = Wf1 + us5u − 6ds1 − gdgf1 − us1 − gdg2. s66d

Presently, two dimensional models with strong repulsive in-
teractions and structural transformations are being investi-
gated and the results will be reported elsewhere.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have applied a kinetic lattice gas model to investigate
diffusion in systems of interacting particles executing a ran-
dom walk among sites arranged in a regular lattice. Particle-
particle interactions modify the inter site hopping rates and
affect a long range mass transport within the gas. We have
designed a variational method allowing to derive an analytic
expression for the gas density(coverage) dependent diffu-
sion coefficientDsud for a wide class of the interaction mod-
els. The diffusion coefficient is extracted directly from the
master rate equations for the nonequilibrium probabilities of
microscopic states of the system. Employing the microscopic
equations as the starting point for the calculations is a feature
which distinguishes our approach from all existing ones in
the literature which usually start from a hierarchy of equa-
tions for the averaged quantities like the local particle den-
sity and site-site correlation functions. Consequently, we are
free of uncertainties associated with various truncation
schemes used in these approaches.

TABLE I. Coverage dependent corrections to the unperturbed diffusion coefficientWa2 due to atomic
jumps breakingnB and formingnF bonds of the jumping atom with its nearest neighbors. Each entry in the
table has to be multiplied bysGnB,nFda2. The entries in the last line and the last column are sums of all
entries above it or to the left of it, respectively.

nB=0 nB=1 nB=2 nB=3

nF=0 − 8us1−ud5 13u2s1−ud4 6u3s1−ud3 us1−ud3su2−3u+8d
nF=1 −2us1−ud5 9u2s1−ud4 24u3s1−ud3 13u4s1−ud2 us1−ud2s15u−2d
nF=2 −7u2s1−ud4 −6u3s1−ud3 9u4s1−ud3 8u5s1−ud u2s1−uds15u−7d
nF=3 −4u3s1−ud3 −7u4s1−ud2 −2u5s1−ud u6 u3s5u−4d

us1−ud3su2−3u−2d −us1−ud2s15u−8d −u2s1−uds15u−13d −u3s5u−6d
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The main goal of this paper is to provide a detailed deri-
vation of simple, intuitively attractive rules allowing to ob-
tain the coverage dependent diffusion coefficient in an ana-
lytic form. The derivation is presented for a one dimensional
lattice gas but the resulting rules are provided in a form
allowing for an immediate generalization to a lattice gas in
two dimensions. The equilibrium correlations present in the
interacting lattice gas are accounted for by a proper choice of
the variational candidates for the system microstates equilib-
rium probabilities. This allows, in principle, to account for
the structural phase transformations present in two dimen-
sional systems.

In one dimension the method is applied to two cases: the
one in which the interparticle interactions modify the hop-
ping rates only moderately and the one with strong repulsive
interactions capable of changing some rates by orders of
magnitude. In both cases simple algebraic expressions for
Dsud excellently agree with the results of the Monte Carlo
simulations. Only the simplest two dimensional system—the
one with moderate modification of the rates—is considered
in this paper, mainly for the purpose of illustrating the appli-
cation of the method in two dimensions. Diffusion in other
two dimensional systems, in which structural phase transfor-
mations are expected at certain coverages, is now being in-
vestigated and will be presented in a future publication.
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APPENDIX A

Essential properties of thek-space rate matrixMskd are
summarized here. The transition rates in the master Eq.(3)
do not depend on the position of the reference atoms,X and
X8, of the microstates involved, i.e.,Wshcj ,hc8jd=Whmj,hm8j
[cf. Eq. (4)]. The transition ratesWhmj,hm8j are equal toW, G,
R, T, or any other rate which a particular interaction model
requires.

In the first sum at the right hand side of Eq.(3)—the in
terms in the Master equation—one encounters several types
of transitionshc8j→ hcj. (i) First, we have transitions leaving
the reference atom in its original site so both microstateshcj
andhc8j have the sameX. The index corresponding in the set
hmj to the jumping atom differs by ±1 from the correspond-
ing index in hm8j. All other indices inhmj are equal to the
corresponding ones inhm8j. The transition rateWhmj,hm8j mul-
tiplies in this case the probabilityPshc8j ,td=Phm8jsX,td and,
after the lattice Fourier transform(7) is taken, the resulting
term becomesWhmj,hm8jPhm8jsk,td. (ii ) Next, we have transi-
tions in which the reference atom jumps in the counterclock-
wise (clockwise) direction fromX8=X±a to X. The corre-
sponding terms areWhmj,hm8jPhm8jsX±a,td where all integers

in the sethm8j are equal to the corresponding ones inhmj
minus(plus) 1 (moving the reference atom changes positions
of all the remaining ones with respect to it). The lattice Fou-
rier transform results in exps7ikadWhmj,hm8jPhm8jsk,td.

The k-dependent factor exps7ikad can be incorporated
into the definition of the “k-space jump rates”Whmj,hm8jskd
which are just equal toWhmj,hm8j in case (i) and
exps7ikadWhmj,hm8j in (ii ). In general

Whmj,hm8jskd = Fhmj,hm8jskdWhmj,hm8j, sA1d

with Fhmj,hm8js0d=1 and uFhmj,hm8jskdu= uexps7ikad u =1. For
N=2 for whichhmj=m the conditionuFm,m8skdu=1 is not sat-
isfied but all essential conclusions listed later concerning the
rate matrix still hold. The matrix elements of thek-space rate
matrix Mskd are then

Mhmj,hm8jskd = Whmj,hm8jskd − dhmj,hm8jo
hm9j

Whm9j,hmj, sA2d

wheredhmj,hm8j is a Kronecker delta equal to 1 only when all
indices inhmj are equal to the corresponding ones inhm8j.
The term containingdhmj,hm8j is generated by the second(out)
term at the right hand side of Eq.(3).

In equilibrium, the probability of the microstatehcj
=fX; hmjg does not depend onX. The equilibrium probability
of the corresponding configurationhmj is Phmj

eq . The detailed
balance condition forWhmj,hm8j implies a similar condition for
Whmj,hm8jskd. We have

Whmj,hm8jPhm8j
eq = Whm8j,hmjPhmj

eq , sA3ad

Whmj,hm8jskdPhm8j
eq = Whm8j,hmj

* skdPhmj
eq . sA3bd

DenotingWskd, W, andFskd the square matrices formed by
the matrix elementsWhmj,hm8jskd, Whmj,hm8j, and Fhmj,hm8jskd,
respectively, we see thatW andMs0d are real but not sym-
metric, Wskd andMskd are not hermitian, whileFskd is her-
mitian. The same real diagonal matrix transformationU with
elements

Uhmj,hm8j =
dhmj,hm8j

ÎPhmj
eq

, sA4d

which transformsW andMs0d into symmetric matrices, also
transforms Wskd and Mskd into hermitian ones. Conse-
quently, the eigenvalues ofMskd, denoted −lsmdskd, are real
and one can show thatlsmdskd’s are nonnegative for anym.
Otherwise, deviations from equilibrium would grow without
bounds. The formal proof is provided in Ref. 25 fork=0
only but it can be easily generalized.

Let ẽsmdskd and esmdskd be, respectively, the left and the
right eigenvectors ofMskd corresponding to the eigenvalue
−lsmdskd. In order to use the usual matrix multiplication rules
ẽsmdskd must be understood as a single row array ofẽsmd

hmjskd’s
while the components ofesmdskd are arranged into a single
column. The rate matrixMskd is not hermitian so its left and
right eigenvectors are not hermitian conjugates of each other.
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Instead, using the detailed balance condition one can show25

that

esmdskd = U−2 · ẽsmd†skd = fPeqẽsmd†skdg. sA5d

At the right hand side, the hermitian conjugate ofẽsmdskd
converts it into a one-column array and complex conjugates
each its component which is then multiplied by the corre-
sponding component ofPeq, resulting in a one-column array
fPeqẽsmd†skdg.

From Eq.(A2) one gets

o
hmj

Mhmj,hm8js0d = 0, sA6d

which is a mathematical consequence of the particle conser-
vation. Consequently, there exists an eigenvalue, sayls0dskd
which tends to zero ask→0. This “diffusive eigenvalue”
accounts for chemical diffusion. The left hand side of Eq.
(A6) can be written asẽs0ds0d ·Ms0d implying that the left
eigenvectorẽs0ds0d of Ms0d corresponding to −ls0ds0d=0 has
all components equal to each other. The corresponding right
eigenvector contains as its components, according to Eq.
(A5), the equilibrium probabilities of all configurations:
es0ds0d=Peq.

The left eigenvectors are orthogonal to the right ones if
they belong to different eigenvalues25 and each eigenvalue
can be then evaluated as

− lsmdskd =
ẽsmdskd ·Mskd · fPeqẽsmd†skdg

ẽsmdskd · fPeqẽsmd†skdg
, sA7d

provided the left eigenvectors ofMskd and the equilibrium
probabilitiesPhmj

eq corresponding toMs0d are known. In this
paper we approximate the diffusive eigenvalue −ls0dskd by
evaluating Eq.(A7) using plausible “variational” candidates
for ẽs0dskd andPeq. In the main body of the paper we denote
the diffusive eigenvalue ofMskd by lskd skipping the super-
script m=0.

APPENDIX B

We provide a proof thatFskd is a right eigenvector of

M̊skd corresponding to −l0skd for the noninteracting system
with the site blocking, cf Eqs.(13), (12), and(14). Note that

M̊skd is hermitian so the relation between its left and right
eigenvectors is a hermitian conjugation. Consequently[cf.
discussion below Eq.(A6)] all components ofPeq are equal

to each other.M̊skd is given in Eqs.(A1) and (A2) with all
nonvanishingWhmj,hm8j’s equal toW so, the left hand side of

Eq. (14) can be written asM̊ ·Fskd;WAskd with the rateW
factored out for convenience:Ahmj contains only the phase
factorsFhmj,hm8j. Recall that the composite matrix indexhmj
is a set ofN−1 integersmi, i =1, . . . ,N−1 ordered according
to the condition given in Eq.(5). Each matrix element
Am1,. . .,mN−1

can be now identified by a careful consideration
of all transitions contributing to the annihilation or destruc-
tion of the microstatefX;m1, . . . ,mN−1g similarly like we

have done it in Appendix A above Eq.(A1). We split Ahmj
3skd into five contributions

Am1,. . .,mN−1
skd = o

,=0

4

Am1,. . .,mN−1

s,d skd. sB1d

The ,=0 term is generated by the second(diagonal) term at
the right hand side of Eq.(A2), so it is proportional to
−Fm1,. . .,mN−1

(the proportionality coefficient is equal to the
number of nonvanishing terms in the sum overhm9j). The
remaining four contributions in Eq.(B1) are due to the first
term in Eq. (A2), i.e., Ahmj=ohm8jFhmj,hm8jFhm8j. The ,=1
term accounts for jumps of the reference atom in the clock-
wise direction (to the right), i.e., creating microstates
fX; hmjg=fX;m1, . . . ,mN−1g from fX−a; hm8jg=fX−a;m1

+1, . . . ,mN−1+1g’s, so Fhmj,hm8j=expsikad [cf. considerations
above Eq.(A1)]. Similarly, the ,=2 term accounts for the
jumps of the reference atom in the counterclockwise direc-
tion: Fhmj,hm8j=exps−ikad. The term,=3 accounts for all pos-
sible transitions from the microstatesfX; hm8jg
=fX;m1, . . . ,mi +1, . . . ,mN−1g to fX; hmjg=fX,m1, . . . ,
mi , . . . ,mN−1g’s in which the ith atom jumps in the counter-
clockwise direction. Similar clockwise jumps correspond to
,=4. In both casesFhmj,hm8j=1 and one has to sum contribu-
tions from all possible initial configurationshm8j from which
the configurationhmj can be reached.

A generic case is for the configurationhmj
=fm1, . . .mN−1g with m1Þ1 andmN−1ÞL−1 (the reference
atom has a free site at each its side) and mi Þmi−1+1 si
=2, . . . ,N−1d (no two atoms occupy neighboring sites).
Consequently, none of the 2N jumps creating the configura-
tion hmj nor 2N jumps destroying it are prevented by the site
blocking. We get(the explicit reference to thek dependence
is suppressed)

Am1,. . .,mN−1

s0d = − 2NFm1,. . .,mN−1
, sB2ad

Am1,. . .,mN−1

s1d = eikaFm1+1,m2+1,. . .,mN−1+1 = eika − 1 +Fm1,. . .,mN−1
,

sB2bd

Am1,. . .,mN−1

s2d = e−ikaFm1−1,m2−1,. . .,mN−1−1 = e−ika − 1 +Fm1,. . .,mN−1
,

sB2cd

Am1,. . .,mN−1

s3d = o
i=1

N−1

Fm1,. . .,mi+1,. . .,mN−1

= 1 −e−ika + sN − 2 +e−ikadFm1,. . .,mN−1
,

sB2dd

Am1,. . .,mN−1

s4d = o
i=1

N−1

Fm1,. . .,mi−1,. . .,mN−1

= 1 −eika + sN − 2 +eikadFm1,. . .,mN−1
.

sB2ed
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Except forAhmj
s0d in Eq. (B2a) the collective subscript ofF in

the first form given denotes the initial configurationhm8j
from which the configurationhmj can be reached[in Eqs.
(B2d) and(B2e) we have a sum over all such initial configu-
rations]. The final expressions were obtained using the defi-
nition of Fm1,. . .,mN−1

given in Eq. (12). Adding all expres-
sions at the right side of Eqs.(B2) we see that all terms not
containingF and the terms proportional toN cancel out and
we get

Am1,. . .,mN−1
= − 4 sin2Ska

2
DFm1,. . .,mN−1

skd, sB3d

as expected if Eq.(14) is valid.
What remains is to check if the same result is obtained for

Ahmj corresponding to configurationshmj which do not sat-
isfy the condition given above Eq.(B2). We consider now a
configuration hmj=fm1, . . . ,mN−1g in which m1Þ1 and
mN−1ÞL−1 (i.e., the reference atom still has a free site on its
both sides) but we allow for a tight cluster ofn+1 atoms to
occupyn+1 consecutive neighboring sites. The cluster starts
with the lth atom(counting from the atom next to the refer-
ence atom) being at a distancemla away from the reference
atom. The atomsm1 and/ormN−1 may or may not belong to
the cluster(l =1 or l +n=L−1, respectively, when one of
them does). Consequently, the sequence ofN−1 integers
fm1, . . . ,mN−1g contains a subsequence ofn+1 consecutive
integersfml ,ml+1, . . . ,ml+ng, i.e.,

ml+j = ml + j , for j = 1,2, . . . ,n. sB4d

The cluster is specified by its beginningl and lengthn.
Starting now withAhmj

s0d =Am1,. . .,mN−1

s0d we note that the con-

figurationhmj can be destroyed in less than 2N ways because
n−1 atoms inside the tight cluster cannot be moved and each
of the two atoms at the cluster ends can move only in one
direction instead of two. Consequently the number of pos-
sible ways of destroying the configuration is 2N−2sn−1d
−1−1=2sN−nd and we get

Am1,. . .,mN−1

s0d = − 2sN − ndFm1,. . .,mN−1
, sB5d

which replaces Eq.(B2a) in this case.
The contributionsAm1,. . .,mN−1

s1d andAm1,. . .,mN−1

s2d are due to the
creation of the configurationfm1, . . . ,mN−1g due to the jumps
of the reference atom. Form1Þ1 andmN−1ÞL−1 the refer-
ence atom is not restricted so both contributions still are
given by expressions in Eqs.(B2b) and (B2c), respectively.

Turning toAm1,. . .,mN−1

s3d we note that it is still defined as a
sum Eq.(B2d) with the restriction, however, that the terms
have to be excluded which would result in two identicalmi’s
in the subscript ofF. This excludes from the sum the initial
configurations withmi+1=mi +1 in which thesi +1dth atom
would occupy the site next to the right of the site occupied
by the ith atom. In other words, the sum in Eq.(B2d) must
excluden terms with i = l , l +1, . . . ,l +n−1 corresponding to
all atoms in the cluster except the last(the rightmost) one
which could have arrived from the site further to the right.
Using the definition ofF’s in Eq. (12) we get

Fm1,. . .,mi+1,. . .,mN−1
= Fm1,. . .,mN−1

+ se−ika − 1de−ikami .

sB6d

After summing this over alli ’s with i Þ l , l +1, . . . ,l +n−1
the first term gets multiplied by the number of termsN−n
−1 in the sum while the second term contains the sum expo-
nentials excluding the atoms within the cluster(except the
last one) which, using Eqs.(12) and (B4), can be converted
into

o
i=1

iÞl,l+1,. . .,l+n−1

N−1

e−ikami = Fm1,. . .mN−1
− 1 − o

j=0

n−1

e−ikaml+j .

sB7d

Combining Eqs.(B6) and (B7) we get

Am1,. . .,mN−1

s3d = o
i=1

iÞl,l+1,. . .,l+n−1

N−1

Fm1,. . .,mi+1,. . .,mN−1

= s1 − e−ikadS1 + o
j=0

n−1

e−ikaml+jD
+ sN − 2 −n + e−ikadFm1,. . .,mN−1

, sB8d

which replaces Eq.(B2d) in this case and reduces to it for
n=0. Exactly in the same wayAm1,. . .,mN−1

s4d is obtained. Here
the summation in Eq.(B2e) must exclude all atoms in the
cluster except the first(the leftmost) one. The result replac-
ing Eq. (B2e) is

Am1,. . .,mN−1

s4d = o
i=1

iÞl+1,l+2,. . .,l+n

N−1

Fm1,. . .,mi−1,. . .,mN−1

= s1 − eikadS1 + o
j=1

n

e−ikaml+jD
+ sN − 2 −n + eikadFm1,. . .,mN−1

. sB9d

The results given in Eqs.(B2b), (B2c), (B5), (B8), and
(B9) have to be added and the Eq.(B4) used for atomic
positions within the cluster. The terms not containing
Fm1,. . .,mN−1

cancel out and the result is again the same as in
Eq. (B3). This proof holds, of course, when the configuration
fm1, . . . ,mN−1g contains several clusters separated by at least
one unoccupied site. The special case in whichm1=1 can be
analyzed in a similar way. Here the reference atom cannot
jump to the right nor could have arrived from the right so
Am1,. . .,mN−1

s2d =0 and the contributions Ama,. . .,mN−1

s0d and

Ama,. . .,mN−1

s4d also get modified. The result is again Eq.(B3).
For mN−1=L−1 similar situation occurs but, in addition, the
periodic boundary condition(9) must be utilized. This com-
ment completes the proof of Eq.(14).
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APPENDIX C

We derive here the expression for the normalization factor

NsL,Nd ; F†skd · Fskd = o
m1,. . .,mN−1=1

ord

L−1

uFm1,. . .,mN−1
u2

sC1d

for generalN. The summation is over all possible values of
N−1 ordered indicesfm1, . . . ,mN−1g allowed by the condi-
tion in Eq. (5). If N−1 integers in the sequence
fm1, . . . ,mN−1g were not ordered but still were different from
each other then, as seen from Eq.(12), Fm1,. . .,mN−1

skd would
be fully symmetric with respect to arbitrary permutation of
indices in the subscript. This allows to replace the ordered
sum in Eq.(C1) with the non ordered one havingsN−1d!
times more terms and divide the result bysN−1d! to com-
pensate for the overcounting. Thus,NsL ,Nd=NsL ,Nd / sN
−1d! with

NsL,Nd = o
m1,. . .,mN−1=1

sÞd

L−1

us1 + e−ikam1 + ¯ + e−ikamN−1du2.

sC2d

ThesÞd symbol below the sum reminds that for each term in
the non orderedsN−1d-fold sum overfm1, . . . ,mN−1g each
index may assumeany value from 1 toL−1 except values
already assumed by the remainingN−2 indices Expanding
u . . .u2 we get

NsL,Nd = hNCsL,Nd + sN − 1dfAsL,Nd + A*sL,Ndg

+ sN − 1dsN − 2dBsL,Ndj, sC3d

where

CsL,Nd = o
m1,. . .,mN−1=1

sÞd

L−1

1, sC4ad

AsL,Nd = o
m1,. . .,mN−1=1

sÞd

L−1

e−ikami ; o
m1,. . .,mN−1=1

sÞd

L−1

e−ikamN−1,

sC4bd

BsL,Nd = o
m1,. . .,mN−1=1

sÞd

L−1

e−ikasmi−mjd

; o
m1,. . .,mN−1=1

sÞd

L−1

e−ikasmN−2−mN−1d. sC4cd

The final forms in Eqs.(C4b) and (C4c) are obtained by
renaming the summation indices in the original form. In
principle, each of the earlier quantities,A, B, and C, is a

function ofk but, as we shall see, this dependence disappears
due to the periodic boundary condition(9).

The quantitiesA, B, andC can be evaluated by deriving
first the recurrence relations for each of them. We provide
some details forAsL ,Nd. To make the expressions a bit
shorter we denotefm=exps−ikamd. From the periodic bound-
ary condition(9) we get

AsL,2d = o
m=1

L−1

e−ikam; o
m=1

L−1

fm = − 1, sC5d

for all values ofk allowed by Eq.(9), except fork=0. Using
Eq. (C4b) we get for AsL ,Nd the following sequence of
equalities

AsL,Nd = o
m1,. . .,mN−2=1

sÞd

L−1 FS o
mN−1=1

L−1

fmN−1D − fm1
− . . . − fmN−2G

= − CsL,N − 1d − sN − 2dAsL,N − 1d. sC6d

The expression following the first equality is obtained by
extracting the innermost sum overmN−1 from the sum in Eq.
(C4b), letting its summation index to assume all values from
1 up toL−1 and subtractingN−2 termsfmi

, i =1, . . . ,N−1 to
compensate for the resulting overcounting. The expression
after the second equality follows after using Eq.(C5) to re-
place the expression inside the round bracket with −1 and
using then Eqs.(C4a) and (C4b). In effect, Eq.(C6) is a
recurrence relation forAsL ,Nd valid down toN=2. A recur-
rence relation, CsL ,Nd=sL−N+1dCsL ,N−1d—valid also
down toN=2, is obtained in the same way forCsL ,Nd from
Eq. (C4a). Together withCsL ,2d=oM

L−11=L−1 it gives

CsL,Nd =
sL − 1d!
sL − Nd!

= sN − 1d ! SL − 1

N − 1
D . sC7d

where s m
n

d=m! / fn! sm−nd ! g is a binomial coefficient. The
recurrence relation(C6) can be solved by its repeated appli-
cation to its right hand side. The result, using Eq.(C5) and
then Eq.(C7) gives

AsL,Nd = s− 1dNsN − 2d ! F1 + o
,=1

N−2
s− 1d,

,!
CsL,, + 1dG

= −
sL − 2d!
sL − Nd!

= −
CsL,Nd
L − 1

. sC8d

To get the last result in Eq.(C8) one of the sum rules for the
binomial coefficients was used.26 We see thatAsL ,Nd is real,
as expected from Eqs.(C4b) and (9).
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A similar procedure can be applied toBsL ,Nd. The recur-
rence relation can be derived which after introducing auxil-
iary functions

DsL,Nd = fCsL,Nd + AsL,NdgsN − 1d, sC9ad

FsL,Nd = BsL,NdsN − 2d, sC9bd

has the same form as that in Eq.(C6):

FsL,Nd = − DsL,Nd − sN − 2dFsL,N − 1d, sC10d

but it is valid only down toN=3 becauseBsL ,Nd is not
defined for N,3, cf. Eq. (C4c). With FsL ,3d=BsL ,3d
=−sL−2d the solution is

FsL,Nd = s− 1dNsN − 2d ! FL − 2 + o
,=1

N−3
s− 1d,

s, + 1d!

3DsL,, + 2dG
= − sN − 2d

sL − 2d!
sL − Nd!

= sN − 2dAsL,Nd, sC11d

from which we get

BsL,Nd = AsL,Nd = −
CsL,Nd
L − 1

. sC12d

To get the final result in Eq.(C11), results from Eqs.(C7)
and(C8) were used in Eq.(C9a) to getDsL ,,+2d and com-
paring the result with the intermediate result in Eq.(C8).

Using Eqs.(C7), (C8), and(C12) in Eq. (C3) we get

NsL,Nd = N
sL − 2d!

sL − N − 1d!
= N ! SL − 2

N − 1
D = NsL,NdsN − 1d!.

sC13d

This result, although formally derived forNù3 is, in fact,
valid for N=1 and 2 also. ForN=3, the earlier result agrees
with the results obtained by direct evaluation in Eq.(24).

It is quite amazing that the earlier calculation proceeds
without major modifications for the lattice gas on a two di-
mensional square lattice. In this case the atoms are labeled
agains0,1,2, . . . ,i , . . . ,N−1d with 0 denoting the reference
atom placed at the sites0,0d. Positions of all remaining at-
oms with respect to the reference atom are specified using
two dimensional vectorsmi =smi

x,mi
yd with mi

x,y=0,1, . . . ,L
−1 with the restriction that bothmi

x andmi
y cannot simulta-

neously be zero. The unnormalized eigenvector of the rate
matrix without interactions(but with the site blocking) is, in
this case, given by the expression formally similar to that in
Eq. (12) in which kami is replaced withak ·mi. Its compo-
nentsFhmj are equal to the coefficients in the expansion of
Psk ,td analogous to Eq.(11). In one dimension the atoms
were tagged,i =1,2, . . . ,N−1, and an ordering[Eq. (5)] of
the atomic positions with respect to the reference atom was
introduced. Although tagging the atoms is possible also in
two dimensions, orderingmi’s within a configurationhmj is
not. Evaluating, however, the “ordered” normalization de-

nominatorNsL ,Nd in one dimension the restriction due to
the ordering was removed right at the start by introducing its
sN−1d! times larger “nonordered” counterpartNsL ,Nd. The
only restriction remaining was that no two atoms may simul-
taneously reside at the same site:mi Þmj for any term in the
sum in Eq.(C2). In two dimensions all calculations are done
without ordering to start with, so the appropriate normaliza-
tion denominator isNsL2,Nd defined in Eq.(C14) later in

which the symbolom1,. . .,mN−1=1

sÞd

L−1
must be understood as the

sum over all configurations with the only restriction that in
each termmi Þm j and that for anyi in the summi

x andmi
y

are not equal to zero simultaneously[such site,s0,0d, is
reserved for the reference atom]. With these comments, the
evaluation of the norm of the eigenvector proceeds along the
same lines as shown earlier in this Appendix and the result is

NsL2,Nd = o
m1,. . .,mN−1=1

sÞd

L−1

us1 + e−iak·m1 + ¯ + e−iak·mN−1du2

= NSL2 − 2

N − 1
DsN − 1d!. sC14d

This is, of course, the samek-independent result as in Eq.
(C13) except that now the number of sites isL2 rather thanL.
We will show in Appendix E that ignoring ordering in one
dimension increases the numeratorD alsosN−1d! times [cf.
Eq. (E2)] leaving the ratio unchanged.

APPENDIX D

The typeA and B contributions in Eq.(31) due to the
transitions occurring at the ratesT andR are

DT
sAd = N o

m3,. . .,mN−1=4

ord

L−1

sF2,3,m3,. . .,mN−1

− F1,3,m3,. . .,mN−1
d*F1,3,m3,. . .,mN−1

, sD1ad

DT
sBd = N o

m1,. . .,mN−3=1

ord

L−4

sFm1,. . .,mN−3,L−3,L−2

− Fm1,. . .,mN−3,L−3,L−1d*Fm1,. . .,mN−3,L−3,L−1, sD1bd

DR
sBd = N o

m2,. . .,mN−1=4

ord

L−1

sF1,m2,. . .,mN−1

− F2,m2,. . .,mN−1
d*F2,m2,. . .,mN−1

, sD1cd

DR
sAd = N o

m1,. . .,mN−2=1

ord

L−4

sFm1,. . .,mN−2,L−1

− Fm1,. . .,mN−2,L−2d*Fm1,. . .,mN−2,L−2. sD1dd
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APPENDIX E

To evaluate the environment factorDsla,na;L ,Nd defined
in Eq. (36) we consider a lattice gas consisting ofN atoms
placed inL sites distributed uniformly around a circle. The
system is divided into an active cell withla sites containing
na atoms and the environment withL− la sites andN−na

atoms. The ordered sumom1, . . . ,mN−na
ord

L−la in Eq. (36) may be

replaced with the sumom1, . . . ,mN−na
sÞd

L−la [cf. below Eqs.(6) and

(C2) for the explanation of the notation] divided by sN
−nad! becauseN−na summation indices are permuted in all
possible ways as the result of such a replacement. Using then
Eqs.(C4a) and (C7) we get

Dsla,na;L,Nd =
N

sN − nad!
CsL − la + 1,N − na + 1d

= NS L − la
N − na

D , sE1d

which completes the derivation.
We want, however, to offer a method of dealing with sys-

tems in which no reference is made to any ordering of atoms
right from the start. We start with a somewhat different look
at the lattice gas in which atoms are tagged and ordered. The
lattice consists ofL sites arranged around the circle. A cell
consisting ofla specific consecutive sites is selected as an
active cell, while the remainingL− la sites constitute an en-
vironment.N atoms are then randomly distributed among all
sites (NøL) and then labeledi =1,2, . . . ,N starting with a
randomly chosen atom asi =1 and proceeding in a clockwise
direction. In this process a certain numberna of consecu-
tively labeled atoms ends up in the active cell determining
certain geometrical occupation pattern of this cell.
Dsla,na;L ,Nd—given in Eq.(36)—is a number of all pos-
sible ways in whichN labeled atoms can be distributed
amongL sites with exactly the same occupation pattern of
the active cell but with arbitrary occupation pattern in the
environment as long as atoms remain ordered clockwise
along the circle. The sum in Eq.(36) counts all possibilities
of distributingN=na atoms among theL− la sites while pre-
serving the order of the atomic labels while the factorN in
front of the sum accounts for the possibility that any of theN
atoms can be the leftmost atom in the active cell.

To remove the restriction due to the ordering of the
atomic labels we fix the geometrical occupation pattern
within the active cell but allow the atomic labels, both within
the active cells and the environment, form an arbitrary se-
quence of integers. We denote byDsla,na;L ,Nd the total
number of configurations consistent with this requirements.
Each one of theD ordered configurations considered in the
preceding paragraph gives rise to an arbitrary ordered con-
figuration by permuting the atoms in the former among the
occupied sites. There areN! permutations butN among them
are cyclic ones which convert an ordered configuration into
an ordered one due to the cyclic boundary condition imposed
on the system. Consequently, to each ordered configuration
there correspondN! / N=sN−1d! configurations in which the

label ordering is arbitrary but which have the same overall
occupation pattern. Therefore

Dsla,na;L,Nd = sN − 1d!Dsla,na;L,Nd. sE2d

We see that this is the same relation as the one between the
normalization factorsNsL ,Nd and NsL ,Nd appropriate, re-
spectively, for the lattice with and without the ordering con-
dition. This proves the first two equalities in Eq.(38).

It remains to evaluateDsla,na;L ,Nd independently, with-
out any reference to labeling and ordering. Specificna sites
within the active cell are occupied in each ofD configura-
tions. The first among these sites can be occupied by any of
all N atoms. For each such choice the next site can be taken
up by one of the remainingN−1 atoms. Proceeding in this
way we arrive to thenath site which can be occupied by one
of the remainingN−sna−1d atoms. Consequently, the num-
ber of possibilities of gettingna atoms to occupy specificna
sites within the active cell isNsN−1d · . . . ·sN−na+1d
=N! / sN−nd!. The remainingN−na atoms must be distrib-
uted among allL− la sites of the environment. The reasoning
is similar to the one just made with the role of atoms and
sites reversed. The first atom can get onto any of theL− la
available sites. The next atom has onlyL− l1−1 sites avail-
able and proceeding in this way we see that the last,sN
−nadth atom has onlyL− la−sN−na−1d available sites. Con-
sequently, the total number of possibilities of distributingN
−na atoms amongL− la sites of the environment is
sL− lad sL− la−1d · . . . ·sL− la−N+na+1d=sL− lad ! / sL− la−N
+nad!. The product of the two derived numbers is exactly
Dsla,na;L ,Nd:

Dsla,na;L,Nd =
N!

sN − nad!
sL − lad!

sL − la − N + nad!
= N ! S L − la

N − na
D ,

sE3d

which is consistent with Eqs.(E1) and (E2).
The derivation leading to the result in Eq.(E3) does not

require any labeling and ordering of the atoms. It does not
rely on the one dimensional character of the lattice gas either
and for the lattice gas in two dimensions one simply has to
replaceL with L2.

APPENDIX F

We want to prove Eq.(46) starting from the definition
(44). Note thatN.L /2 and that the summation in Eq.(44)
runs only over such configurations of labeled and ordered
atoms in which distances between two consecutive atoms are
not larger than 2a (0h-pair configurations).

For the purpose of this calculation we label the reference
atom asj =0 with m0;0. We then writeu . . .u2 in Eq. (44) as
a product of fexpsikam0d+expsikam1d+¯ +expsikamN−1g
times its complex conjugate and expand the sum. The result
is Nsk;L ,Nd being a sum ofN terms labeledj =0,1, . . . ,N
−1. The j th one is

o
hmj
ord

0h

feikasm0−mjd + eikasm1−mjd . . . +eikasmN−1−mjdg. sF1d
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Consider a particular configurationhmj. In the exponents we
have the distances between thej th atom and all remaining
ones in a given configurationhmj with the distances in the
counterclockwise direction taken as negative,ms−mj ,0 for
s=0,1, . . . ,j −1. Using the cyclic boundary condition[Eq.
(9)], the negativeasms−mjd can be replaced withasms+L
−mjd which is positive and equal to the distance from thej th
to thesth atom counted now in the clockwise direction. Con-
sequently, the exponents effectively list distances from the
j th atom to all remaining atoms in the clockwise direction in
this particular configuration. Summation overhmj explores
all possible distances between thej th atom and all the others,
consistent with 0h-pair configurations. Thej th atom is not
privileged in any way so the entire contribution in Eq.(F1) is
the same for eachj . Choosingj =0 with mj=0=0 to represent
each of them we get

Nsk;L,Nd = No
hmj
ord

0h S1 + o
j=1

N−1

eikamjD
= No

hmj
ord

0h

11 + o
j=−sN−1d/2

jÞ0

+sN−1d/2

eikamj2 . sF2d

To get the last result in Eq.(F2) we have assumed thatN
is odd and note that instead of counting the atoms in the
clockwise direction as1,2,3, . . . ,N−1, we can count them
in the counterclockwise direction using negative integers
−1,−2, . . . ,−sN−1d and consider the distances from the ref-
erence atom in the counterclockwise direction as negative
(m−j ,0 for j .0). The j th atom in the clockwise direction
counts assN− jdth in the counterclockwise direction and the
sum of distances to the same atom in both directions equals
aL, i.e., mj −mj−N=L. Replacing thusmj with mj−N+L in all
terms with j =sN−1d /2 , . . . ,N−1, using the periodic bound-
ary condition[Eq. (9)], and renamingj −N to j (being now
negative) we get the final result in Eq.(F2). The first term in
the bracket in Eq.(F2) (i.e., 1) gives the first term in the
square bracket of Eq.(46). In the second term in Eq.(F2)
one can reverse the order of both summations because each
term expsikamjd for some configurationhmj reappears for
some other configuration as expsikamj8d. This completes the
derivation of Eq.(46).

Note that the restriction of the summation overhmj to
0h-pair configurations is irrelevant for the considerations
made in this appendix. Consequently, Eq.(46) (without 0h
restriction above the sum) is valid also forNsL ,Nd defined in
Eq. (C1).
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